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EXPLORE THE UNIVERSE
WITH CARL ZEISS JENA PLANETARIUMS

C

arl Zeiss Jena planetarium projectors bring you
the universe with unmatched naturalness.
Images that are vivid , and presentations that are
true-to-nature. No matter which projector fits your
needs, you can be assured it is crafted with the skill
and quality that has made Zeiss Jena a trusted leader
in the planetarium industry .

........ The new ZKP3 SKYMASTEJl, designed for domes of 6 to 11 meters in
........ diomefer boosts a pin-poinlloser produced star mage. F()( the
user. thaI means brighter slars with superior definition. The com·
poet control panel incorproles the latest in electronics and sophISticated computer controls.

"The ease of operating the ZKP3 makes il wonderful to use.
Visiting planetarium direc tors have commented that it is
possibly the best sky they hove seen ."
-Robert Pilot
Pine-I?ichlnno HiOh School

Gibsonia, Pennsylvania
First U.S. installation of ZKP3

......... The ZMP SPACEMASTER is
......... a mid-size projector for
domes of 12.5m to
17.5m. Improved halogen
illumination presents a
brighter, more realistic
storry sky.
The Model M VIII UNIV ERSARIUM
is designed for 17.5m to 25m
domes. Features fiber optic
illumination for optimum
presentation of the universe.
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If you're replacing your star prOjector, or planning
a new facility, give us a call. Seiler can assist you
in coordinating your entire planetarium package
including domes, seating arrangements, auxiliary
projectors, lighting and elevators. Our trained staff
is available for technical aSSistance and service.
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Florida's Brevard Community College will unveil a new achievement in planetariums
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summer
held since
year, more than 200 teachers
through 12 from Hawaii to
seaboard are trained to teach astlronomlV
ASP science education experts.
"Kids love astronomy," says
many teachers have never taken a universi1:v
astronomy class and feel uneasy about
ing an area of science that ch;;mg1es

4)
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+ Teache

k Students
Catherine A. lombard
louis Road
California 94303
William Phelps tugs nervously at the solar
system T-shirt that he's wearing underneath
his moon sweatshirt. Waiting outside
Juanita Ryan's third and fourth grade classroom, he goes over his introduction for the
hundredth time.

like the one between Ryan and Phelps. The
San Francisco based organization hopes to
bring the enthusiastic passion of people who
love astronomy
(amateur and professional astrono-
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Enter amateur astronomers, a
untapped resource for science edlucciti()n.
1/ Astronomy is blessed with
enthusiasts outside of the scientific connmunity," says Fraknoi. IIMost
interested in
because of
who captures their
PI
More than 100 astronomers and

Build

... what I'm most excited about is how
we've sparked teachers' and students'
interest in astronomy and been able to
link them to resources, including a great
bunch of astronomers, in their community."
All week long, Ryan's been priming her
nine year olds for their first meeting with
Phelps, their astronomer. They've been
drawing pictures of what they think an
astronomer looks Uke, and captioning their
artwork with what they think an astronomer does.
Not wanting to be late, Phelps takes a deep
breath and walks into the classroom a few
minutes early. Before he can sit down, a boy
runs up and excitedly asks if he's Mr. Astronomer. The atmosphere in the room starts to
buzz and soon Phelps is the center of attention, surrounded by 30 kids.
For the next hour, the students take turns
sharing their draWings and asking questions.
"Have you ever been in space?" is their
favorite query. Phelps pauses before answering.
IISure," he then says with confidence.
"We're aU in space. You and me."
The kids turn and look at one another.
"No way!" they shout. "How can that be?"
Phelps smiles. This is going to be fun.
"Because, we're aU riding a space ship called
Earth."
Project ASTRO, a pilot outreach program
sponsored by the Astronomical Society of
the Pacific (ASP) and funded by the National
Science Foundation, has recently launched
44 teacher/astronomer partnerships, much

Iy."

mers, people who
teach astronomy
at community colleges, and people
who do planetarium shows) together with the needs
of California teachers, their students, and community.
IIWe are not
looking to save the
world," Andrew
Fraknoi, Director
of Project ASTRO
says. "Hopefully
we can teach kids
that science is fun,
acceptable, and for
everyone. That
knowing more
about the natural
world is a good
thing."
The idea of
matching astronomers with teachers
developed out of
ASP's Universe in
the Classroom

How big is space? How
would it take to drive to the
If the sun were the size of a grapefruit, how big would the
be? Addressing these questions with activities can encourage
dents to develop mathematical and observational skills.
At all grade
students often have difficulties cornpirehenljing how big space really is, and how
the planets and stars
compared with everyday objects. Building a scale model of
solar system can help students
the
the distances between them.

Materials needed:
1 large orange or
1 large staple
1 small staple
1 roll of toilet paper

1 33-1/3 record
1
1 sneaker

(If you do this ".lrt;u;ir"
system with 8 rolls

you can scale the entire
of 1000 sheets each.)

QiUtd:OOI:S,

Procedure:
Introduce toilet paper as II Astronomical Distance
sheet is equal to one million miles. The planets' distance and sizes
approximate the information below.
make small
out circles
the diameters of the
listed
below under Planet Diameter. Paste the dots on 3 x 5 cards with
the applicable planet name to make these tiny
workable.
Planet
Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto

Distance'"
36
57
93

141
483
886
1,783
2,793
3,675

small
Not quite the thickness of a paper
Thickness of a paper clip
1/2 the thickness of a paper
Size of the hold in the record
Thickness of a
Size of a lace hole in a sneaker
Size of a lace hole in a sneaker
Thickness of a small

*(from sun, in sheets of toilet paper)
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ers of grades 4 through 9 applied for the pilot
project. The 44 teachers and astronomers
selected were matched based on geographic
location, experience, and commitment from
teacher, school, and astronomer.
After establishing the partnerships, ASP
provided training for teachers and astronomers in October with a three-day workshop.
The workshop provided a forum to emphasize ASP's goal-to help kids experience science in a positive way and nurture relationships between schools and other astronomy
resources.
At the workshop, astronomers learned
how to help students develop problem-solving and reasoning skills. Teachers were
exposed to astronomical concepts. The
Saturday night star party, for many of the
teachers, was their first experience of looking
through a telescope. All participants also
received materials for teaching astronomy,
including Styrofoam balls that simulate the
moon and planets, a 200-page binder of suggested activities, videos, posters, and a series
of ASP slides.
One suggested activity is "Invent an
Alien". Teachers and astronomers encourage
kids to use scientific facts in their creation of
lIa day in the life of an alien", and to draw,
build, or even dress up like extraterrestrial
beings. In one classroom, students fashioned
Martians as ten foot tall, long, spindling creatures (because of low gravity), with large
lungs and ears (because of low oxygen content in the atmosphere), who wore sunglasses (for protection against sand storms and
fierce sunlight), and sported green punk hair
(to attract a mate).
Other ideas for stimulating discussion
include having kids write a travel brochure
for a planet, maintain a book that explores
unanswered and unanswerable astronomical
questions, and simulate the expanse of our
solar system with 8 rolls of toilet paper (one
sheet of paper equals one million miles).
First-time visits for the astronomers were
mainly introductory. Students expecting a
male astronomer to walk through their classroom door were often surprised and delighted to see one of the ten Project ASTRa
women astronomers instead. "We hope to
provide role models in a variety of ways,"
says Fraknoi. liTo show kids that all kinds of
people can do science."
liThe girls really look up to me," says Nathalie Martimbeau, an astronomer working on
her graduate degree in Museum Studies at
San Francisco State University. "Some students did expect a male wearing a white
coat, but surprisingly many of the students
imagined their astronomer to be a woman."
Similarly, many of the visiting astronomers were impressed by the cultural diversity found in their classrooms. "My class really

6

seems to represent a cross-section of
America," says both Martimbeau and Phelps.
Martimbeau has visited her class of sixth
graders in Daly City, California, four times
since October. She's shown slides of planets,
answered questions and helped build a solar
system model to scale in a field across from
the school. In May, each student will build a
star finder and immediately have a chance
to try it out in the San Francisco State University planetarium.
liMy only regret is that I can't visit more
often," Martimbeau says. "Because our
lessons are unique and fun, the kids look for-

ward to their astronomy class and remember
its content."
"It makes a big difference to have experts
come in," says Jeanie Kohl, fifth grade teacher in Oakland, California. "Last summer
while working at a science camp, I found
that many of my students from the innercity were afraid of the dark. I hope that learning about astronomy will help them make
friends with the night."
Kohl's class plans an evening Star-B-Que to
do just that, where students can view the
moon and planets through telescopes after
munching on hot dogs.

Amateur astronomer William Phelps talks about the size of the moon with Juanita Ryan's
third and fourth grade class at Toyon Elementary School, San JOse, CalifOrnia. ClCatherine
Lombard
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Star-B-Ques, inventing aliens, and an
course materials will be evaluated after the
first year of Project ASTRo. "We'lllook at
how practicing astronomers work most
effectively with students and teachers in
and out of the classroom," says Jessica
Richter, Project Coordinator at ASP. "We
will then take our findings and develop
strategies for extending the project."
"But what I'm most excited about," continues Richter, "is how we've sparked teachers' and students' interest in astronomy and
been able to link them to resources, including a great bunch of astronomers, in their
community."
Meanwhile, Phelps and Ryan have given
their students the assignment to observe
the moon three times a week for a month
and draw a moon chart. "We'll start with
phases of the moon, and then work our
way around the solar system," says Ryan.
liThe kids were very impressed with our
astronomer. Something definitely connected. They're an asking when he's coming
back."
For more information, call Jessica
Richter, Project Coordinator at ASP, at 415337-1100.

This article is printed simultaneously in
Mercury, the monthly publication of the
Astronomical Society of the Pad fie.

Following Moon Phases
What order do the phases of the Moon fonow? What time of day or night are various
phases visible? What's the Moon's role during a lunar and solar eclipse? This
allows students to observe the Moon and its phases, and observe the Moon's relative
tion to the Earth and sun.

Materials needed:
light bulb on a stand or clamp to model the sun
1 Styrofoam ball (or other sphere) for each student as a model Moon
(Styrofoam balls can be attached to the end of pencils or chopsticks for easier handling.)
Procedure
Review the sequence of Moon phases. Be sure the light bulb modeling the sun can be
seen by everyone and that the room is dark. Tum the light bulb on in the front of the
room.
Tell students to imagine their heads as the Earth, and their noses as their home town.
Ask them to stand so it is noon in their home town. They should face so their nose is
pointed toward the "sun". Then ask them to stand so it is midnight. They should face
away from the "sun."
Have students hold the "Moon" at arm's length from their head Have the students
slowly turn counterclockwise (right to left). This is how the Moon orbits the Earth.
Ask students to find the pOSition in the moon's orbit where it shows a first quarter
phase. (Students should be standing with their right shoulders pointing at the IIsun",)
Encourage students to compare their results and discuss differences. Have one student
who has the correct position explain why.
Have students produce several other phases. Define solar eclipse (when the Moon
blocks out of view of the sun) and lunar eclipse (when the Earth blocks sunlight from getting to the Moon). Let students explore with their model to determine what phase the
moon must be in to produce each type of eclipse. (Full moon for lunar eclipse, new moon
for solar eclipse.)

Veronica Sanchez, age 9, of Toyan Elementary School, cuts out a waning moon. CCatherine Lombard.
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Fleet Space Theater and Science
Balboa Park
Diego,
Major astronomical events-bright
comets, meteor showers, rocket launches, occultations, and eclipses, among
others-provide excellent opportunities
to gain media exposure in your community, and to establish your facility as
a prime scientific resource.
With San Diego the largest U.s. mainland city near the centerline of the
great July 11, 1991 solar eclipse, interest
in this event was naturally intense. In
response, we at the Space Theater held a
very successful seminar for the local
and regional media.
Its purpose was to introduce reporters
to local experts who could serve as
resources, provide facts, figures, and historical anecdotes to fill out their articles, offer tips on safe viewing and photography and, last but not least, get
them into our facility.
After checking in, the reporters were
ushered into the theater where they
viewed a 12-minute program entitled
"Eclipse!" Immediately following the
show, they retired to our Lecture Hall
for the main part of the program. Here
they met the local experts, received a
briefing on the materials in their packet, and tried out various eclipse viewing
techniques. An informal question and
answer period was combined with a
box lunch.
The agenda for our program follows:
11:15 am.
11:30 am.
11:45 am.
11:50 am.
12:05 p.m.

8

Check-in
Screening of "Eclipse!"
Introduction of experts
Review packet materials I
audiovisuals
Eclipse-viewing demonstrations

12:15 p.m.
12:30 p.m.

Lunch/Q&A
Solar viewing with telescopes
Optional time for interviews

and
Its purpose was to
reporters to
I
who could serve
resources,
I anecures, and h
dotes .0.

To prepare the packets, brainstorm
with your staff to anticipate the kinds
of information the press will need The
contents of our ECLIPSE '91 packet
included the following:
Agenda
The Great Eclipse of'91
The Finest Eclipse for North Americans
Did You Know?
The Eclipse from San Diego
What to Look For If It's Gear
Eye Safety
Viewing the Eclipse
Shooting the Partial Eclipse from San
Diego
Most Often-Asked Questions
Upcoming Total and Annular Solar
Eclipses
Sneak Preview of the January 4 Annular
Eclipse
Some Famous Eclipses in History
Discoveries from Previous Eclipse
Observations
Science Research during July '91
San Diego Eclipse Experts
Glossary
Resources and Bibliography
Videotaped Animation I slides
IIEcUpse" audio tape
Seminar Evaluation
Related Press Releases
To prepare for such an event, try
some of the following suggestions.
III

Involve local experts from universiThe Planetarian

pa pers, etc.
• Make available ,{Tiir1o",.t-","noc:
of similar events or a ....
version of this event
• Hold the seminar around .... ,..,.,..... 'r'..",'o
can attend and
the same time. (OJffering
seems to
them inn.
Break up the seminar to
pants from
bored Move
the Theater to a lecture han to
for
to outside for

U.H............... ...
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worth their while? What can
better next time? And what
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like
covered this
Judging by the response and
tions we
it was a tre~m(~n(101l.S
success. And one that we'll be
again and
V"
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Conference in Utah in 1992.
Vol.

A Very Tight Planetary
Conjunction
Philippe Huyard
Planetarium Manager
Espace Fauriel
28 rue Pierre et Dominique Ponchardier
42100 Saint-Etienne
France
In front of the planetarium of SaintEtienne (France), visitors can look at a special
sculpture. Its name is liThe Nine Worlds,"
and it was created by the space artist Jean
Michel Joly.
Each planet is about 60 cm (2 feet) across.
What is its interest? I will not comment
on its artistic merit, but it became a popular
landmark and many people enjoy photographing it.
All the planets are the same size, but do
not worry-a map with true proportions and
distances has been installed on the floor. The
artist wanted to display the planets the same

mm.illwith their hands and fmd the
tain in the solar system (on Mars).
The rings, made of plastic, are too thick,
and we have to explain that to be true to
scale they should be a layer of dust on the
plastic rings.
And what about Pluto? We are
for
a new probe to tell us if the artist was
or
wrong.
Sometimes, we can see more than nine
planets: some in the true sky and the nine
others on the sculpture ...

size to compare their aspects, colors, surfaces, atmospheres, etc.
A very fine job has been done to get
models as realistic as possible. Before or
after planetarium shows we often use
this sculpture to complete our audience's information.
We let people examine Mercury and
discuss why is it like the moon?
We compare the yellow and opaque
atmosphere of Venus to our atmosphere
Oook at the rotations and movements

...).
People can even touch the planets

A very tall stack of planets :faces the entrance to the planetarium.
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Arthur Smit ,Jr.,
Father of the
Miami Planetarium
Donna Gehrke
Miami Herald

Harry would listen," Harper said
Smith was born in Boston.
he
developed a love for the stars. When other
boys were on the sandlots pi1:chin~ fast: balls,
Smith was in the Harvard
peering through a telescope.
He came to Miami as a teenager
ated from Miami High in the 1930s. He never
went on to college because he needed to
support his family, said his wife Elizabeth
Smith.
But his learning never stopped

We at the Museum and Planetarium felt
that we couldn't improve on the obituary written by Donna Gehrke, Herald Staff Writer.
With her permission, this is her article and our
tribute to Arthur Smith

For decades, Arthur Smith Jr. taught South
Florida about our glorious star-laden sky. He
jetted around the world for eclipses, once
viewing one from the tops of a Bogota,
Colombia, church. Along the way, he became the father of the Miami Space Transit
Planetari urn.
Smith died of cancer on Sunday, April 18,
1993. That weekend, the planetarium dedicated a major show Child of the Universe to
him.
He was a self educated scientist, telescopemaker, inventor, radio engineer and astronomy educator. "His passion for astronomy was
the very reason this planetarium was conceived and built," said its executive director
Jack Horkheimer.
"This planetarium was his idea and he
worked vigorously to involve the movers
and shakers of this community to see that it
was built. Without his vision and persistence, the planetarium would simply have
never come into being."
Smith-tall, white-haired and distinguished looking-taught for free at the planetarium twice a week for three decades.
He promoted Miami as the place for stargazers. In a 1977 interview, he told The Miami
Herald that we can see more celestial bodies
at night here than anywhere in the mainland United States.
Many knew Smith as the voice behind the
planetariums taped How to Find the Stars
shows. Others read his articles and booklets
about astronomy. His book World's Beyond is
widely used as a beginner's text for astronomy, Horkheimer said.
Smith was also a force in the Golden Age
of radio. He helped tape the early Arturo
Toscaninl recordings and set up President
Harry Truman's radio broadcasts from his
Key West White House.
He developed a broadcast quality telephone line and sold the patent to Bell
10

Telephone Co. For 4S years, Smith was the
chief engineer for radio station WKAT. He
mixed with the station's wintertime celebrities, including Bob Hope and Bing Crosby.
He even got involved in television. He
built the first television station in Guatemala
in the 19SOs.
"He was the most brilliant man I've ever
known," said his frlendJohn Harper, WKAR's
operating manager.
Smith flew his own planes and worked
with reclusive billionaire Howard Hughes on
innovations in sound effects.
Warm and gracious, Smith could also be
frank. He used to give advice to another
plain-spoken man Harry Truman.
IIHe used to tell Harry what he was doing
right and what he was doing wrong. And
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He went on to become a photographer for
Pan American Airways.
Smith persuaded Horkheimer to direct the
planetarium-at first, free for a year.
"He was interested in everything," Horkheimer said. "He was incredible, a wonderful
man. He had a great spirit and was wonderful
to be around"
Smith urged his children to try for their
dreams. "He used to say you don't know you
can't do it," said his daughter Carolyn Smith.
She became an attorney.
In addition to his wife and daughter,
Smith is survived by children Donald Smith,
David Smith, Betsy Locke, Paul Smith, Winifred Smith, Roger Smith and a sister and several grandchlldren.
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John M. Stoke
219 East Montgomery Street
Baltimore MD 21230-3925
"Aw, s---can the entire sentence!" bellowed the Director from behind his desk. To
the young intern undergoing his first script
review Dan Zirpoli showed no mercy.
Gratuitous, self-serving verbiage ranked
high on the list of offenses which his Davis
Planetarium would not tolerate.
The injuries inflicted on my pride that
long day in 1981 were, I can only hope, permanent. From Dan Zirpoli I learned, among
many things, that the universe doesn't really
need audiovisual producers to declare its
glory, that the heavenly bodies themselves,
not my musings about them, are the stars of
the show, and that the best thing a
writer-producer can do is make himself as
invisible as possible. I don't know if he
would have put it in exactly those words. I
wish I could ask him. But alas, my best
friend, the man who hired me five times,
who made my career, who showed me what
a great thing a planetarium can be, and who
inspired the best programs I've ever seen
anywhere and will likely ever see, is no
longer with us. Dan
Zirpoli died on March 30,
1994 at age 47, a victim of
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Lou Gehrig's disease.
His resume contains
little to suggest his
genius. Dan grew up in
Haledon, New Jersey, frequenting as a youth the
planetariums of Newark
and New York. He built
his own star projector
when he was a kid, modeled after the eady Spitz
dodecahedron models. A
Bachelor of Science
degree in Astronomy
from Villanova University in 1968 was followed
by service as sonar officer
aboard several aircraft
carriers. In his time-off
he lectured at the Charles
Hayden Planetarium in
Boston. Following military discharge he worked
for several years at
Philadelphia's Fels Plan-
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etarium.
In 1974 Dan moved to Baltimore, the new
Director of a planetarium which would not
open for another two years. The budget was
modest, but what he lacked in money he
more than made up in time, for this was an
age before the prominence of the tum-key
planetarium contractor. Dan's hand-picked
staff (which indudedJoe Halley, Ray Villard,
Jim O'leary, and Steve Savage) literally built
the Davis Planetarium, including its special
effects, controls for the same, the first-ever
All-Sky system, and hydraulic instrument
lift. The architect's original theater design
was thrown out, replaced by a new plan
devised by the staff, yielding a continuous
projection gallery and lighting cove similar
to today's best designs. (For details, see Sky &
Telescope, September 1976.)
While the finishing touches were being
put on the theater, the first show was in production. Images of Infinity, a visual
tour-de-force containing thousands of
images and lots of ideas, opened in 1977 to
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critical
from a
press.
science reporter of Baltimore's
"[Dan]
illustrates that the
tarium is not just an eXlJeIlISl\i'e
strong and flexible medium
fully, can escape from the SCllen(:e-ilS-[JOrm2
stigma"
Such reviews were common
Dan's
tenure at the Davis Planetarium. Two or
three new shows were
every year,
and they were
The shows
were true collaborative efforts on the part of
the staff, so much so that Dan never
ted
credits (such as Wri tef,
Producer, etc.). The programs were
tions of the Davis Planetarium, not
one person. While not
block-buster spectaculars,
good.
Good. What an unlass:unrlinlg
in a culture that

over
Yes., Dan's Davis Planetarium was •__ &~.&_~~
and programmatically innovative. But, more
important, its shows were COltlsi!i;terlUy
They were well-written,
wen-scored, wen-paced, exqUisitely visualized, informative, accurate, and intert;~ting.
Not once during my
years at the Davis
Planetarium did I ever feel the sl~;htest
of the cringe: that half-conscious desire to be
anywhere other than at the console when
the show is over and the audience passes
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These were programs to be proud of.
Beyond programs, Dan constantly worked
to improve the medium. He was a master of
special effects design (and inspired no small
fraction of Sky-Skan's catalog). He improved
the quality of the Minolta starfield, building
catadioptric bright star projectors to replace
the barlow projectors furnished by Minolta
The brilliant little stars exceeded the quality
of anything then commercially available.
While many admired Dan's work (even
the Smithsonian sent a contingent of
bureaucrats up to Baltimore to figure out the
big secret), there were others who didn't. I
would meet them from time to time at conferences, where they'd take me aside (young
and impressionable as I was) and let me
know that "Dan's way is not the only way."
Such was the envy of the inferior, for I came
to find that the people who were the most
disturbed by Dan were invariably those
whose own programs were the dullest.
Ironically, Dan never claimed "his way" as
the only way. Yes, he was opinionated, and
he thought his opinions were right. (How
else can an opinion be held?) And yes, there
were many practices within the profession
that he truly detested; more on those in a
moment. But there were many aspects of the
profession to which he
gave, at least, tacit
approval, though they
were not of interest to
him. An example comes
to mind in the "planetari um -as-la bo ra tory"
movement, with its
exercises, pre-tests, posttests, standard deviations, and statistically
significan t findings. I
think Dan found the
practice of putting PostIt notes on the dome to
predict sunrise pOints
rather too clinical a way
to treat something as
grand as the sky. But he
conceded the educational value of such techniques when conducted
by a true believer. (And
he did insist that his
style of program was
also Ileducational." Given the number ofprofessional astronomers I've
met whose initial inspiration was a planetarium
lecture, I think he was
right.)
There remains, however, the fact that Dan
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used the word "no" more than any other
human being I've ever known. This bothered
a lot of people, and not just those from other
planetariums. Indeed many a cherished idea
of my own has spiraled to its death, dispatched by a dozen of Dan's no's.
Upon reflection I have come to see his
endless rejection of ideas, some of which
were good ones, as a burden vital to his success. An analogy may be drawn with marriage. To marry someone is to reject billions
of others. This has nothing to do with failings on the part of the rejected (millions of
whom would probably also have made a
good spouse), and everything to do with
fidelity and devotion to the one chosen. Dan
chose the kind of good planetarium he wanted to have, and he pursued his vision with
passionate single-mindedness. The result was
the best documentary-style planetarium
programming done anywhere, and a staff
that had fun, was proud of its work, and got
to go home at night.
By 1987 Dan had completed a Masters
Degree at Johns Hopkins University, and had
also finished an IMAX theater addition to
the Maryland Science Center. That same year
he accepted an appointment as Executive
Director of the Arizona Museum of Science

and Technology, a
museum in
Phoenix. Unfortunately, Dan did not mesh
well with a city that confuses recreation
with
of their
courses), and where the greatest source of
local pride is the Grand
(lias
dug it" Dan would say). The oasis he'd
for turned out to be more of a
and
the project langUished for years due to lack
of funding and
support.
But these frustrations were far from his
mind in his last days. During the weekend
before he died Dan
for hours about his
favorite subject in Hfe. His mind was
untouched by the disease that
his
body, and he remained in love with, and critical of, planetariums to the last. For Dan the
planetarium was, above an else, I
great austere cathedral in which one
gaze upon, learn of, and celebrate the most
high. His Ufe-long quest was to marshal and
perfect the aesthetic means by which
might draw closer to the beauty and wonder
of the sky. He hated things with detracted
from this goal, which cheapened and
made-common the glory of the heavens. He
hated laser shows ("prostitution"), holes and
slots cut in domes (tlyou wouldn't do that to
the real sky, would you?"), and TV characters
plastered across the
sky ("They never put
Leave It To Beaver on
the dome when I was
a kid!"). He hated technology and teCJml~:jue
that seemed to exist
merely for its own
sake, drawing attention to itself and thus

starfields, h.".1ATitrhiina
twilights, and inslpin~
music, whether from
the classics or from
Jonn Serfie.
Most of all he loved
the many friends and
colleagues whom he'd
known and with
whom he'd worked
and so often d.isagl~e~:1.
He was thankful for
those who had called
during his illness, and
he forgave those who
hadn't. He
said
his wife Sarah, a sweet
death while he
he rest in
peace.
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of
Written nine
years before the Columbus
JL'~'- ...
this show would
filled the need for an eXlJlo1ration
tarium program in
strenjgttls make it far more durable than
a "Columbus show,"
and audiences
You, the
should be lrnnrc.<:'cc,ri
the well-crafted
analogies between the eX-pl()ranO n of
the earth and the ...,,,,.. I,,·.. ,,,f-,,AT>
and
rich prose. The pn.rase()l(J~g
was ......
variety and
Transitive verbs and
the
use of the active voice tend
"-1I ............. '- ......

A

l

Jl"-JL ........1l

G.I\/I"' .... .-.··..,.""

Written

For
Morehead Planetarium
Irt1'utJ>t·dtu of North Carolina
North Carolina

1993
***************************************************************************

House

down to blues

Quote Part 1

IIEarth is the cradle of mankind ...
But one cannot

PartZ
arches effect
with :SU!lUllenccu Isabella &
Columbus
Time & Place reader sl

& out)

in

I. INTRODUCTION
ISABELLA: Senor Colombo.
COLUMBUS: Your most gralclO1lS n11~i,p"tul
summons, for the
of
that your
C1e:spallre~C1 of ever rrtJ>r',p'h:71n,(T
ISABELLA: You have
scheme that
doubts
our ..,rI""",,,.,.....,,
the Indies are a short sail west. .And
and rewards you would have in
COLUMBUS: Your

are-

also have friends ~AAA'~AA'"
He chides us for a
en1terlpri:se is but a small risk for
oppo:rtuni1ties vu-n ......."-'laway
one
of another.

ISABELLA: But

~arltaJngE~l.
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COLUMBUS: Santangel is most eloquent, your majesty.
ISABELLA: And he has matched his eloquence with his purse. :sal1tang1el
offered a loan from the royal treasury in
give it
COLUMBUS: And my titles, and a tenth measure of all the riches my
discoveries may procure?
ISABELLA: If you fail, these things shall come to
they shall have been earned All has been granted, Don Cristobal.
1.J.....,I.1..I..II.1.1l1O..

COLUMBUS: Your benevolent majesty! I stand humble in the presence
generosity and kindness. I am in your majesty's eternal debt!

Scene fades; dim Blues

ISABELLA: So you shall be if you should return
ocean! But go now to Palos, where you will find
want of hardy souls for your crew. And may you
to the Indies, Cristobal Colombo!

to ......,'"''<7·.,; . . . •.....
your westward passage

COLUMBUS: I leave at once, your majesty. God

that I may succeed!

ISABELLA: For His glory, and for Spain's!
FIRST N ARRATOR: The epic voyages of mankind have never been
undertaken; but they have been inevitable.
Columbus
eight years lobbying in Portugal and Spain before a cautious queen
bleSSing-and her financial support-to his daring
And
had ultimately failed in his quest, someone else
have made the voyage
to the Americas.
Inevitably. Because the human species, you see, is an ... A.If-'... U'.....LJ'Ft .:lIL.lC\....I.C,:).

Big human head
Head out
Sunup
Rainbow effect
Slewing bird
Rainbow, bird out
Cross fade Sun & Blues to
Stars in black sky

From the time human awareness first dawned on the
it has
our nature to be curious. It is this which in
measure makes us what
are: the askers of questions, the seekers
the
and
experimenters, the explorers. We alone of all
creatures wonder what
makes the sun shine, why the rainbow follows the storm; how the bird soars,
and if we might imitate its music. We alone wonder what lies over the next
beyond the next vast ocean.
We have always climbed the
and crossed the ocean. And it was
inevitable, when the last earthly sea was
that we would turn at last
to the greatest ocean of all ...
SECOND NARRATOR: It stretches
ten thousand million million million
is the largest ocean we shall ever

from the shores of our little earth
and more. We name it "e .....,"' ..."."·

Second sailing ship zooms small
and fades out

In the last quarter century, we have cast the first frail vessels on its m~1stc~ri()us
currents; gingerly at first, then with
confidence as we
planetary reefs around us. And as we shall see, there are
he1:wf.~en
voyages and the great sea voyages
So it
eX1Jlo:ratllon
of space is a natural continuation of the
human spirit of exploration still thrives: we are still .... u .....
voyagers. We simply live in a new age. With a new sea

Title sequence: Zoom/Slew
Title & credits with theme
music

II. THE NEW WORLDS

Sailing ship zooms large &
fades out

U' .....".

"The New Worlds"
reader 51 (in & out)
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"Ocean" overlay added

FIRST NARRATO~ It seems a natural thing that we are voyagers, for in a sense,
mankind has always lived on an island It appeared so to the ancient
for
they limited the earth to known territories surrounded by a mighty sea
"Ocean."

3-continent earth
"Ocean" overlay added

As early civilizations stretched and explored, as they followed the me~an~aerlng
coastlines in their ships farther and farther from home, the known earth grew
to encompass Europe, Asia, and Africa. But still it was an island, washed on all
sides by the immense Ocean Sea.

Greek earth view

3-continent globe
Globe rotation sl sequence

Col urn bus portrait
Italy/Genoa map
Africa to Iceland map
Range overlay added
Wide Atlantic map
Long line overlay added
Skinny Atlantic map
Short line overlay added
John II portrait
Ferdinand & Isabella portraits
Spain map

Portugal to Indies map,
Route overlay added
Sea pan
Columbus fleet zooms
away (small) on pan
Atlantic map with
route overlays
Columbus fleet effect
slews westward on sea pan
Slow daily motion of sky
Point out stars with
arrow pointer

By the fifteenth century, most learned Europeans conceded that the earth was
round And it meant that the Ocean Sea must eventually stretch round from
their coast to lap at the shores of Asia. No one could say for certain how far this
was, because no one knew for certain how big the earth was. But one sailor
was willing to risk all to find out
Christopher Columbus was born in the city of Genoa around 1450, the son of
weavers. But the sea held a greater lure for him than his family's looms, and
the age of twenty he was a sailor with the Genoese fleets. Later he sailed
the Portuguese, ranging the known Atlantic from the bulge of Africa to Iceland
By 1484, he was a seasoned seaman And he had a dream.
By reading geographies that underestimated the size of the earth, Columbus
convinced himself-quite wrongly-that China, India, and the Asian islands
known collectively as the "Indies"lay just three thousand miles west of ............
a distance hardly the length of the Mediterranean Sea. Determined to navigate
a westward passage to these lands, Columbus petitioned King John the Second
of Portugal for the means to mount an expedition But the king's scholars
remained stubbornly skeptical of Columbus, and after a year of fruitless
he turned to Portugal's chief rivals: Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain.

Vj..l'......

The Spanish sovereigns were graciOUS to Columbus, but were too preoccupied
with their campaign against the Moors in Granada to consider new under~
takings. And their advisors were doubtful of his figures on the Ocean Sea
and irritated by his insistence on titles and a share of profits. But Columbus
persisted-for seven years.
By 1491, the Moors were vanquished, and the rival Portuguese had found a way
around Africa to the Indies which they guarded jealously. Suddenly the risk
seemed worth taking. Columbus had his fateful audience with Queen Isabella,
and on August third, 1492, he sailed from Palos with three small ships: the
the Pinta, and the Santa Maria. The seas were calm in that season of the year, and
the sailing was good.
After a stop at the Canary islands, Col umbus struck out westward, planning to
reach the Indies by sailing at the same latitude as the Canaries, twenty-eight
degrees north. As the days passed, he kept to his heading by measuring the
height of the sun by day and the altitude of the North Star by night. As a
further check, he may have watched as the night sky rolling slowly westward
carried the same succession of stars through his zenith as passed overhead in
the Canaries: Alpheratz, the head-star of Andromeda ... the clustered Pleiades,
the Seven Sisters ... EI Nath, marking the horn tip of Taurus, the bull '0. the
immortal Pollux in Gemini the twins. Columbus was sailing unknown seas,
but he steered by familiar stars.
By October tenth, more than a month out of the Canaries, the ships had
sailed farther than Columbus had said would be necessary. The specter of an
endless ocean haunted the crew, and they grew mutinous. If land was not
sighted soon, Columbus would have to turn back.

Add San Salvador island on
sea pan
Moon in sky
Vol. 23, No.2, June 1994

But luck was with him. In the early morning darkness of October twelfth,
the lookout sighted distant white cliffs shining under the moon. At daybreak
the tiny fleet anchored off a small island Columbus named San Salvador,
The Planetarian
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Scene and cl""r.ulrIO" fleet fade
Caribbean map & route
overlays in succession

Savior."
the
a short sail away.

roofs of the Orient and

elusive as Columbus eXI)lo:red.
coast
then sailed on to the island
Christmas Eve the Santa Maria ran
on the north
wrecked. A fort was made of its
and Columbus left
to man it.
he set sail for home with his ..""...,... ""·n ......
made a
of the Atlantic. Ferdirland.
celebI~aUon; he
with him
l ..... rll1""y"', h·.. n ....'.".o.._cv·i ........,o.n inhabitants of the
had
He called the natives los
lithe
n for Columbus believed
reached the easternmost headlands of the Indies.
r<

Caribbean map
successive route
of later voyages

1"'\"{7,orl

~:lI'I7C

Columbus made three more '<""'·"',..rI"ac across the Atlantic between
On the second he continued
of the Caribbean and established
Hl~man1()la. The third took him to the northern
to
that this was not
but an
fourth and last
he searched for
but
of Central u.u, ...... n.u
lands to the
........~""·<7c.n an impassable barrier for his
Columbus' ..................... ,'JIi..
were
in a storm and beached on
and his crew were stranded for a full
natives of the island to
them
4

Jamaica island on
sea pan with beached
Sun, BI ues up, stars out

Slow daily motion
Sunset, darkness falls
Moon rises over island
Moon goes through eclipse

FERDINAND COLUMBUS: At the
it rose the more
the
H'i ...rhi-,o..... ""n that with
directions to
he
not vent his
their needs in the future. The
and retired to his cabin while the
the time for his
would soon shine forth
apJ)ealOO to his God and had prclmlsed.
be
and treat the
needed God now

Moon begins to emerge
from shadow

Scene fades
ARST NARRATOR: Columbus' eventual rescue
concluded
he never
realized what he had seen. Instead
voyages
westward route to
he had stumbled upon a
find:
Worldll in the midst of the Ocean
with treasures
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Moon up

SECOND NARRATOR: More than forn and a half centuries
reached
mankind reached out
had used it
that
ago
a
decoration the heavens.
forever.

Cross fade to Galileo moon
drawing

Crossfade back to moon

SECOND NARRATOR: lndlisputabl V the moon was
it a destination.
The "'.'ll....,.a...,
flocks
in \..a~.I.:>u..1,.;,;.:>
skyrockets. But by
twentieth
research
World War II ".....,..,'uu"1a"n
time, competition
the roles of Spain and
Union.
rI ..

Goose man slews moon ward
Skyrocket man slews moonward
Rocket silhouettes around
horizon
Sputnik zoom/slew through
starfield
Laika portrait
Explorer zoom/slews through
starfield
Animal, plant silhouettes
Monkeys & Chimps sIs
Slewing ME~rCtlIV capsule
Crossfade to zooming-up
Gemini capsule
Moon up
Ranger zooming to it
Surveyor
Slewing Lunar Orbiter

On October fourth,
whiskered aluminum
followed a month later "''''.·..'uiinn
orbit the earth. ~~",'_" __~
One, a six-footAge of Space was
While the Russians continued to cram their 'l..aIJ.::n.~ln...:>
mice, rats, houseflies,
America
,u....... "'"
corps, whose members
names like Miss
who made the first American test
into space.
were filling their
with men, and the
UJ..:>'.........

America's
missions demonstrated that
space, function
and return to tell the tale
missions that followed
the tec:nnllQl1es
rnr""r,t\'lThk- and
that men
sp(Jlcec:rar{-·over the duration
itself was reconnoitered
l{aIlgerS were latffic:hed
close-up phot()griapJls
capacity to support a spC:lCecratt--WJhl
mapping landing zones.
dry runs were finished
go.

Launch scene with Saturn V
LAUNCH CONTROL:
good; T minus i-uT,PTli-u_thTt>
fifteen sec~DndlS; gll1i<tanc:e
Blastoff strobe effect,
Saturn takes off, slewing
upward & small in distance
Scene fades
Saturn 3rd stage zoom/slews
away from earth
Scene fades
Apollo 11 CommandlLEM
zoom/slews toward moon,
Vol.

No.2, June 1994

SECOND NARRATOR: Once in
the
on a trajectory for the moon.
was a rnl~:n·t-,,,,............... j,.......,.
took Columbus two
to reach his New
astronauts
three
to reach theirs.
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fades in distance
Moon crossfades to moon pan,
Lunar Module slews slowly
down to pan

the ...." ...._..
the hac'kw'arclls-f::lcirlv Sr)aCE;~ratt
and allowing it to
orbit of the moon,
from """""A ...... uU'J",..
and Edwin Aldrin down toward a smooth lava
Lro

HOUSTON:

seconds ...

EAGLE: ... Lights on ... down two-and-a half ...
down two-and-a-half,
up some dust ...
faint shadow ... Four
two-and-a-half.

r i ..ilH..iI ...' .....

Dust kick-up effect

HOUSTON: Thirty seconds ...

Lunar Module lands

EAGLE: Contact light ... Okay, em:~ln€::s
control both auto descent command "'..
Thirteen is in.

arm

T,o ..... ii,rl""

HOUSTON: We copy you
EAGLE: Houston ... TnmQIUll1ty Base here. The

has landed

HOUSTON:

Add lunar
flag
overlays to moon pan

SECOND NARRATOR: The astronauts remained on the moon for
a day, two and a half hours of it outside.
wind collector to trap
blown from
bounce back laser
from the earth.
and collected fifty pounds of rocks and soil.
welcomed back to earth in a manner Columbus

Scene fades
Big Moon with landing site
marker overlays
Markers fade, big moon zooms
small & fades

liThe Vikings"
reader sl (in & out)

III. THE VIKINGS

Viking portraits

FIRST NARRATOR: The
not without its cmltr()versh:~s.
and there is some evidence to
that Columbus was not the first Eurol>ean
to reach America That
some say, was earned five centuries A~n'nt:>'I"_n,~T
the Vikings.

Europe map
Raiding routes overlay added
Longship
North Atlantic map
Route overlays added

The Vikings were a fierce and
race, the landless sons of an overtJ~urc:1eI1led
Scandinavia Population
sent them
in their stout lorlgsjhipls,
terrorizing the
of medieval
were also the best seamen
of the day, and they hunted over the
for new lands to
colonizing Iceland by the end of the ninth

41

Acti ve" sun effect

More N. Atlantic route overlays
to map
Sea pan, with Viking ship

20

the moon, its ev()lutiona1:y hl~i-,(,1"'U
the earth. But we have
will go back, for this New
an airless environment for
concerning its own
treasure of all will be

""Alni-1'I1"'l:7

There the westward
have .,+n'n1nLui
climate. Our slightly-variable sun was
produced a
trend in the
less
the winters more
Red
reached
colonies on the south coast
game was plentiful and meadow grass was fed
ships heading for the colonies were
west
The Planetarlan
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zQ()m:mg away

on it

those who made it back came rumors of other lands. An adventurous seaman
named LeU Ericson was
these
and in the summer
year
he set sail with a crew
to see for himself what
west.

Hell uland added to sea pan
Route addition overlay
added to N. Alt. map
Hell uland out
Markland added to sea pan,
with route addition to map
Markland out

LeU and his ""..-.,,.,,....,,,,"' .... ',,
of
''-4. the "land of flat stones," and
southward ... Their next ...,. .u"""....."'...
was on the coast of Labrador, where they found white beaches str'etchirlg
a forest of spruce. After a brief reconnaissance, LeU named it ........,................
"wQ()ded land," and continued south.

Vinland added to sea pan,
wi route addition to map
Cross fade LeU's
to
anchored

the northern reaches
After several days, a third coastline was
foundland Leif landed and found
pasture, salmon in the stH!amlS,
berries which made a passable wine. He named it
and wintered
with his men. In the spring, he sailed back t Greenland with a cargo of
and tales of new lands.

Add more anchored ships

During the next ten years, several eXl:>editi()ns
colonize Vinland But they made a
had not
called
the SkraeUngs. The Vikings soon made bitter enemies of these fierce and
numerous natives, and it was
this which in the end U.l..:l"'-VU.l.C;'~II;;U
thoughts of settling so darlgerous a
After
made.

Ericson's
sea pan

added to

Indian silhouettes
Scene

sea pan

""""",...,">,,.,.'"

a week

""~<4""""".L"""'" coast, probably the southern
...................... <4....

J. ..'......,

Scene fades

For a time, the Greenland colonies pr()spere,ct
sun was quieting, and the climate
mountains and the seas filled
failed and faded away, and the
thrust to the
with the Arctic cold It remained for
centuries
sustained European exploration of the New World

Mars

SECOND NARRATOR: But

Add lcet>erg

to sea pan

zooms small &

Mars cross fades to
Mars limb
Viking components come
up & separate over limb;
orbiter slews, lander drops
toward limb

One went into orbit around the
million miles. It circled the
And when one was ..................1' ..,
above the
COIlt1IlU€~d. to circle
and a
toward the Martian surtace,
Plain of Gold

Scene fades
Lander on
zooms
down large from above

The Viking lander streaked .........."' ......,....
shield, and at a
of three
descent ... At a mile, the pa1:aCJnU1te
"',,,.... ,y-i.,.,. ,"'''" roared to life as

...,...,I41 . . . . c· .... ho ..'" behind its heat
paJracJnu1te unfurled to slow its
three k ..",v.1I"......

Crossfades to Viking rocket
stage
down from
above as a stars fade and a
reddish sky comes up
Crossfades to Mars
wi th
landed Viking & rustarlt sun

The message crackled across two hundred million miles
One was on Mars. The date
seven years
men had first
on the moon. It was four o'clock on a summer atterIllOOIll
in the northern
The ternperatm:e
zero, and there was a
breeze from
On September third, the Viking lander came down at
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around the
treasure.
test ...r..1rn .....'" ..f ........ ,:>nf.
sl sequence

of the eXJJ~!or~ers! To

The

Each
a
fistfuls of red
which were delDOsiited
microbes. The soil ... . ,. ...."" .....
soups, and tested for COlrlSllffiPtion
activities we
... anr'<+n",.c.rl somewhat """<"'-'''70
no
molecules.
but
have a
Mar5is very
the life nl1.~<,h",....
Tt>V\_1rrV"'l.T

l.o«,

Mars scene fades
Series
photos
butte

the "face"

And far
the
a view of a
cluttered with
marvelous landforms:
a volcano two-and-a-half Mount
Everests tan that would cover the state of North Carolina ... Va1les Mculrlerils,
monstrous crack in the Martian crust that on earth would run the
United States ...
channels cut
floods of water
wetter
Martian era .. Terraced
caps of water
and frozen carbon dioxide
'-<...' ........
dune
canyons filled with mc.rllllllgthe
A...,

Mars in
small

zooms
slowly

"The Grand Tours" readers

51

The
Mars is a rumor and fable no
differences and similarities to our own U1n,1"lrl_r'~<;:
earth as about itself. And the little
one, its voices have
a brief
to a
u ..... u ............, now awaits its Columbus.
IV. THE GRAND TOURS

&
FIRST NARRATOR: The EUI'Opean rh<;:'~n'u&:>1'''U

World map

one
was to the
and the new continents barred the
continents are also
and a
after CO! mnb'us, 'lInr,t-h,c>1r
determined to find a way

Magellan
Portugal map

Ferdinand
was born in
sailed around
in 1504 and n'll·uln·~"'e:>I1
Portug;aJ. battled the Arabs for cOlltrc)l
calotain. but was "'~'''''''''j''''U
the rir.'''"....».... h7

overlays

..."'.... f'",... , increased the dimensions

Charles I .....n ••f. ...."H·

Sea pan
Rear views
added to pan in turn
The fleet
a year crossiru! the eQllat()r and
South America
Slow latitude motion
22

As the

bore

new stars rose out of the sea: the .........·,.·vl1 .... n
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arrow n£'\iin ....." ..
Moving .....
stars fade
Lightning
disappears from sea pan
H...'U'UWlI ,,',"VA

Successive route overlays on
map
Remaining ships crossfade to
front views
Successive route
map

on

Concepcion disappears from
sea pan
Another route £,\'<7,,,.. 1"',.u
Trinidad disappears from sea
pan
Successive route
World map

November twentv-<eightlh.
named it el mar t"a(:lIlCO,
set a course for Asia.
The Pacific Ocean turned out to be enormous.
......... '... "'1.... ...,...... from starvation and ..:r1·11''',:r''7'
at Guam saved them. But true disaster awaited the fleet when
nUlDIJlnles. for there
intervened in a
between
in a skirmish.
Its

on

All-dome doves

men on
twenty-six tons
to
Magellan's
had been achieved
were known.

Scene fades
Mercury, w /Mariner
zoom/slewing
Venus, w/Pioneer Venus
pro bes a P1prclac,hlfLg
Venus
to .....avu......" ... ..,..,
view of surface, w / slewing
Pioneer orbiter
Cross fade to Venera surface
views
Scene fades
Solar system orbit diagram
Pioneer
on
orbit ri1-:.IT..·"' .......
Voyager
Voyager 2 path overlay

1[7"""<1"" .....",,·

The two called Pioneer went
rru,,,h.. ,,, the
Saturn in
destines it for a
we have mtlStered
their .avir..""'''... r11>,..,,·..... ,

Diagram fades
Voyager zoom/slews toward
big Jupiter
Cross fade to series
photos
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the breakwaters of the ast:ef()10
vast outer ocean of the
voyage, and

Europa zooming away
Ganymede zooming up
Callisto zooming away
Voyager zoom/slews toward
Saturn
Cross fade to Saturn ring photos

noxious lave flows .0. Europa, smooth and
perhaps with an ocean of liquid water
its crust ... M€!rC1Jfv'-si:red
Ganymede, with dark basins, great tangles of fault
exposing ice under the surface ... Callisto, also Me'{CllrV-stz:eo.
standing rim to rim across its ancient scarred face .0'
Then Satmn ... a twirling, flattened gas giant of muted
cloud
a glittering disk one hundred seventy thousand miles across but no more
a few miles thick. The magnificent rings are populated by
and
from dust and snowflakes to house-size boulders,
as
of tiny moons, ordered into thousands of ringlets like grooves on a record

UJU.Jl .. VA.I.J

Slewing Titan
Saturn moon images
Voyager zooms away from
backlit Saturn
Voyager zoom/slewing past
Uranus
Voyager zoom/slewing past
Neptune/Triton
Voyager zooming away into
space &. fading
liThe Consolidation" reader s1
(in &. out)
N. Atlantic map with Viking
routes overlay
Atlantic map with European
routes overlay
World map with routes overlay
Slewing Skylab

Its major attendant is Titan, yet another ME:~rC1JfV'-Sl;rea
sluggish atmosphere of nitrogen clouded
an
hYldrc)Calroo.n
dominates a clutch of smaller ice moons, cratered
in the
all wheeling about their splendid parent a billion miles from the sun

.0.

Mter Saturn, Voyager Two alone continues the Grand Tour. If it has the
Magellan's plucky Victoria and continues to
it will reach the
Uranus with its dark rings in January, 1986 ". Its next landfall will be Ne1ptume
and its giant moon Triton in August, 1989 ... After
it will head into
of interstellar space. Here at last we find the true endless ocean, and Pioneer
we
Voyager will sail it for an endless time. They will be the oldest
ever build
V. THE CONSOLIDATION
FIRST NARRATOR: It has always been our nature to make prClLcticaI
discoveries. LeU Ericson had hardly left Vinland when his
att4~mpted
settle it ... Columbus first voyages to the New World were soon Il.U.l.JlUYlf":U
many voyages and a European age of colonization '0'
after .."..
sailed the Pacific, Spanish galleons were sailing it
of Asia to Central America and on to Emope. We
make ourselves at home.
U.ll'. .... LAU.IL ..

11. ...,.. ..........,....

And so it is with space. Skylab and Russia's
Cross fade to slewing Apollo-Soyuz strated that we can live there for long 11-'..... ,....,,,.....
The Apollo-Soyuz mission showed that interrlati.onal
was 005iS1I11e
'0. And now we ready a fleet which will make near-space voyages a
Cross fade to earth limb with
and familiar run ...
shuttle &. satellite slewing
from shuttle cargo bay
SECOND NARRATOR:
are named Columbia, ...........,........ '-....,..,~ .. , n:i40:rr~t7,p1·'!1
Atlantis, after famous ships of earthly seas.
are the tretgtllteI'S,
ships of the new ocean, carrying cargoes
into
Cross fade to slewing shuttle
for repair and reuse, ferrying scientists and laboratories for 1-1.....................
with Spacelab, over limb
haps eventually transporting materials to build per'maneIlt
The space shuttles will open this
dark sea as ......
opened the seas of earth.
Scene fades
And then, we will surely make omselves at home no.. "'",,,,,,,
wheeling space colonies, the residences
Rotating space wheel
and manufacturing products in weigtlltlessn,ess .0. Or with mininlg
Moonship zooming toward
colonies on the moon ... Excmsions to asteroids for their ores ... EXlpedliticJns
"settled" moon with lights
Cross fade to slewing asteroid
Mars, and beyond ... Om only limits will be those of the human . ".........".-........"'u........,
and we will reap riches undreamed of by the speculators of Co]UlIlbulS' and
with base
Magellan's day.
Cross fade to zooming Mars ship
""JlU-AJ.AU'-A.JI

GO,

All dome reader sIs of space
spinoffs &. technologies

SIs fade

24

We have om gold and spices in the advances om ventmes have ......'...,.,.r'l0I"I·
new knowledge, products, tools, technologies--a return UoAJI.'... U\.l1/ Q,OUIDle
investment The rewards for the future will be incalculable as we harvest
sunlight for power, minerals for industry,
for
and make
medicines and materials in space.
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Small earth in space
earth fades

an
sea. It is our one
Will we see that it endures?

VI. THE LONELY VOYAGES

Ullltriggc:!r z()Qrnir12 away on
sea pan
with routes

FIRST NARRATOR:
finest
in h.<!t-r......u
fanned out
New Guinea in
KnOW'H~(lR:e of wind and current and stec~rirJlg
stretches of open water from one
....... "'......"'...., it was a one-way
But still
the bravest
to

Scene fades

Three
faint human faces
appear
(Man, woman,
among the stars

Faces fade

endless sea ...

Enzmann

SECOND NARRATOR:
IT'I''IP~tt:>ct lmn'!7~llTA'>~ of all.

Cross fades to ZQ()mllllg
Enzmann .,.+"" .... hii",
ramjets, voracious ... ".....
'""'-"-''''"I-'',u .....
fuel their ion drives ... Or we may
zed
three hundred miles across, pr<>pt!llC'G
ful
beams
from
L ...AAA ......

away

However we go,
the nearer stars, geIler,atH)nS
that "when
to sail
will also be men

starstLip, rear
nO;lurlg in starfield
"'A'>l'''u'ir'inCT

space
slew about
move away from
our Intlerj,tarlce.
-end-

sequence
credits
musical theme
House
back up when
credits
{C!tloU11ina
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World's Largest Planeta
Now Under Construction.
30 meters in diameter, almost 100 feet!

W hat projector will meet this challenge?

The GOTO GSX SPACE SIMULATOR
Opening in 1994 in Ehime Prefecture, Japan

GOTO OPTICAL MFG., CO.

Meeting your demands with commitment and service, from
to completion
GSX Theaters to date:
1. Life Park Kurashiki Science Center
2. Moriguchi Life Long Educational Center
3. Yokkaichi Museum Planetarium
4. Tama North Region Science Museum
5. Toyama Science & Cultural Center
6. Adachi Children's Culture Center
7. Sumida Cultural Education Center
8. Ehime Prefecture Science Center
9. Kyongbuk Insitute of Science Education
10. Sagamihara Museum
11. Kagawa Museum

GOlD OPTICAL MFG. CO.
4-16, YAZAKICHO FUCHU-SHI TOKYO, 183 JAPAN
TEL: 0423 (62) 5311 FAX: 0423 (61) 9571
TLX: 2832421 GOTOPT J

October
March 1993
October
December
March 1994
March 1994
Octo ber 1994
October
December
1995
1995

Weare
thinks of meteor showers
think of 4th
go into these events thinking
to see hundreds of fireballs every

ans who

to the public.

Indian
3209 Virginia
Pierce, Florida
Esoterica-is there such a word? I think
there ought to be. If such a noun does exist, I
would apply it to a great many sky events
that seem to be of little interest to anyone
but a few specialists, sky enthusiasts, or others who have nothing better to do with their
time. Perhaps the phrase I want to use is "sky
minutiae;" little things that nobody notices,
at least nobody in the general public.
I got to thinking about this problem when
I discovered one of our colleagues had put
out a massive amount of pUblicity on, of an
things, the Leonid Meteor Shower. Over the
years, I have talked to a lot of people who
were unhappy about their bad luck in viewing really major showers like the Perseids and
the Geminids; promoting the obscure ones,
like the Leonids or the Quadrantids, and so
on, can result in only a few possible outcomes:
1. (very unlikely) the event is more than
you could have hoped for; you're hailed as
the new guru of skywatchers everywhere;
2. (more likely) the sky stays cloudy for
the entire event-people are disappointed,
but you're lIoff the hook," in so far as the
questioning of your ability to predict good
sky events;
3. (still more likely) skies are clear, and the
public is disappointed because their expectations were unreasonably high; their enthusiasm for watching the sky has been
ened
With the Leonids, it's like
to the
public, "here's another meteor shower which
you most likely won't <'.rH·' ",n~
nyah-nyah." Oh sure, the Leonids have had
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them-after
that's what the media tens
them. That's what weteH the media
The
if it ever was, is not what
used to be. When
with astronomy
and astronomers, it
whenever
sible, the
"once in a lifetime"
of sky phenomena.
they think it makes for a

the media to promote
mistaken view, because we see an nn"n.n.,rtnnL
ty to get a lot more .....":hlir·it,,,
when we invoke the
couple
The July 1991 solar
eclipse of the ,.."..,.......
ed for
WY

over a much
seen as
The July 1994 "comet _A~'~AA.AU"'"
Jupiter" story. OK, that one should be
neat, and I'd hate to miss it. Then
scopes are the order of the
any
in

1<

Of course, with

The Planetarian

of the planet Venus in 1986 was
Comet, so you can see what we're up
against)!

2. Delete this phrase
your vocabulary:
IN A
LifETIME." Instead, invoke a variant of
that old "Dorito's" commercial slogan:
"missed it? don't worry, nature will make
more."

3. Do not u

r

planetarians

Stephen Pla,geI1!1ar:m
Effect
41Califomia's
Theorists,
Phrenologists, Palm
Foot ........ ,~~ .......,
CosmiC Meter Readers, Dionne Warwick and
her Psychic Friends
Face on Mars
Fanatics, "Elvis and Bigfoot are
the
Galaxy in a UFO"
Hill
Wanna-Be's and that
"Communion" guy, or any other SensationCosmic

!ions, impn>Vif~m(~nt·s, 1:Al'h""~""""",,
we'll

planetarium community is a very small
one-public criticism of colleagues that is
prompted only by professional jealousy
makes for some very big waves in a very
small pond
4. In the same spirit, Do not
to
"scoop" the competition. Try to
work with your feHow planetarians, and
think of cooperative ways to get the story
out, so that everyone benefits.

5. Do not promote astronomically high meteor counts
that can only be achieved by a seasoned
meteor enthusiast under dear dark sky conditions. Remember that the best thing we
can accomplish is to help people understand
that any night can be a good night for looking up, even if something spectacular doesn't
occur.

6. Keep aU information db ..
pensed to the media and the
public as accurate as possible,
avoiding unnecessary hyperbole and exaggeration ..

7. Don't invent your own
names or theories for various sky
phenomena; but instead stick to the scientific facts.

8. Make allowances
bad
seeing conditions, obstructed views
of the horizon, light pollUtion, and so on,
when advertising a sky event

9. Know your viewing re"

gion. The one advantage you have over
nationally syndicated skywatch programs is
that you can concentrate on local seeing
opportunities or regional variations on the
general phenomena. You can tap into the
local landmarks, the local population, local
storytellers, local star parties, and so on. The
story then becomes, II here's something neat
going on in the sky, and this is what it will
mean to us here in Perth Amboy, New Jersey.
Or wherever.
10. Avoid

opportunities with Immanual
VeHkovsky Followers, John Gribbin and
28

The Leonid "Meteor Swarm" of 1833. The Leonids
but have been gerlenilly

one is due at the end of this
century and a half.
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es or
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tant to remember that before Chuck
historic X-I
many
also
claimed that the sound barrier was an
impeIlet1:ahie "brick
has
nonetheless become a near-universal term
for "the fastest with the mostest". Th.en~folre

seemed we
tarium show.
After some time
the
of how

. ,. I'll introduce you to a

dome "warpspeed
if we want to concoct a storyline in which
we "travel" the interstellar realm in our
domes-and wrap up the story in under 40
an)snee(1" seems
almost essential to the task.

There can be little argument that science
fiction has had an
upon modern
pr1ogJraIlrUrting. The advent of
sci-fi movies and TV
shows, in
has infl uenced the
teaching methods that many of us use in our
facilities. (In
sci-fi cinema may be
Iy
for the
41 entertainment vs. education" debate that we seem
to be plagued with in our field. However,
'-1';<UU,l<C~ of the pros and cons
a sci-fi-slant or other razzle-dazzle methodology in
it appears unlikely that this
will go away any
time soon.) A strong argument for such an
amJro'3.ch is the
of such genre and
___ ._ ... '__ ~ to draw the attention of the
viewer into the <,i-n."Y7!i ... ~
a "first essential
cess. In
many plGme~tru'iaI1S
upon such media and
to hold the attention of the rralntIC-1Dac:ea
media-bombarded pl(me~talriulm au<1ieI1lce.
both kids and adults alike. In the next few
pal:agraplhs, I'll introduce you to a device
you can build and use in
this category of
show, and one that should be both spectacular and, in a way, familiar to your nal:rmlSthe all-dome
effect".

Such was the case at Gibbes Planetarium
in Columbia, South ~Luu..ua,
then-director Steve M(H'~:an
for a show we called Pla'neitquest
to be confused with the su1bs€~atlen
Skan interactive-media
of the
same name). In the story, a group of intelligen t
aliens embark upon their
civilization's fil'St
space misand ultision on-board the
visit our own solar system. Unfortunately, our "hyperspace" visualization was
limited to merely rolling daily and latitude
motions simultaneously with the stars up.
While still a bit of a thrill to the average
audience
this dual-instrument
motion somehow lacked the dramatic
and
found in the special effects of the Star Trek and Star Wa15 universes. At the time, it was h"".r"" ....'rI
how we could do any
.". .... ,1-' .......
the UT2'lI'n,"'n~,,,,,rI " .......
LUll&.

Way back in 1966, Gene KOIQQenDelrry's
science-fiction classic Star Trek introduced
the term
into our modem culture, and the concept of
travel soon carried-over into other sci-fi
Lucas' Star Wars
where it was dubbed "h'me~rsr:'ac(~",
While this may be a dubious scientific conto our current undel'Standing
cept
of the
universe
it's
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with series of thin, tranSlJarlent
eXlten<1Ulg from the center,
(centered and
in the
very dose to the fil'St slide) with
off from the radU-I surmised
with racLiating

jector. The effect also covered
a small
fraction of the dome, so while it worked fine
we still
for the initial
....'h" .. lii ..... ,.,. instrument
had to
stars to suggest
for the remainder of the interstellar transitional sequences.
It was obvious that we'd need.
far
SUl)erlOr to this device to achieve the sort of
stand-alone effect we were

After some time, and a
of
I found
with a similar
In the fall of 1993, Morehead
Planetarium was in the midst of its thenup~:ornirlg winter
show, Fire From the
Sky, a program
with comets, meteors,
their
destructive
and asteroids,
influences on the Earth. Tom
the
show's
needed an effect to represent the occasional Leonid meteor storm, in
which thousands of meteors per hour are
seen. Once
I went back to the
for the Gibbes
effect, since
the two would be so similar in
appearance. Much to my
the effect that had been surprisin,gly
Gibbes' 7.9 meter (26 foot) dome, turned out
to be
invisible in Morehead's
20.7 meter (68 foot) theater-even
a 7S0-watt projector. It became obvious
to have to
very quickly that I was
come up with a
that was a lot better than this one. To top it off, we had
another show coming down
that would
the "UJ'!lY"nC1"t>t>.r1"
effect-a similar, but even more
enhanced version, of the effect needed
Time to do some
for Fire From the
"' ..... 'a . . 'luu•• j;:., to be sure!
It soon became clear that the stationary and
of Kodalith film
in the
would have to be
much closer
than their slide
mounts would allow. The fact that there
was two to three millimeters of separation between them essentially meant
that the thin "out of focus" lines on the
rotating film chip were
like
apertures and
the light intensity of the moire streaks.
In the next step, theretc)re,
the film from the mounts alt~oglE~thc~r
them along their
onto
of glass in an orientation that allowed their
emulsion surfaces to
touch. This modexcept for one notso-small COlm]:IU(:atILoIl-1tne heat from the
7S0-watt
and discn.m~~es,

thl:eateIliIllg to tear themselves away from
Tnf~r1·11~12t,~hT while the

come up with a system that
the
film to less heat.
was the size
the
of the film itself. A 3Smm slide is ------J
and

glass mounts (the
mounts couldn't take the heat much better
than the unsandwiched film). NOlfletn{~leS;s,
the film in such mounts gerlercllly exhibited
shortened
in which case
would often fade and even melt with
extended use. The solution here seemed to
an
system that would
the
(and heat) out into a
it passed
a (corre~ipondilflgJly
focal

The ultimate solution turned out to be
an old AV
overhead

3

(but invisible) radiant.
3)! While some of these units
do possess rather
the
fact is that their focal

the
out over an area
slide or tlh:nst:rlp pn)je~ctolr.
that, not
is there no heat-ahsOlrbtnll

32
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effects Ust didn't caU for one, we felt that
the show cried out for a
effect
and end of a
(for use at the
"wormhole effect"). While much of the
"" .. ,,,,v.rI ..,,u·u·1F had
been
laid for it
construction of the
meteor storm, there were still several
u .... that needed to be
ViJ ....

en<:0[]3paISSiJng" imlPre:;;sioln we needed with the warosDeE~ effect. We defwould need to substitute the
standard
lens with one of
and one that
wouldn't ."~' ... nrrn
"."",,0 ...1""<11" at least 70 to 80 percent of
the dome.
2)
needilmz to
size, we also had to
avoid ........ ,"".~........ '"
brightness to the
of unusability. This was an
critical
the
throw-distance
in our 20.7-meter (68-foot)
dome.
. U••UI .......:. .....

3)

the less
as weB. In order to be ""~+."'I""+iu,,,
the device would have to remain comparatively
size.
An of this made me wonder whether we
the
In any
were
cal system, there are
and this
would
be no
But here
that all aspects of the final
brjR:htn(~ss, and

altitude (measured from the star Df{)ie<:tOlr).
While this
meant that
tion of the
would fall below the
zon line, and would, therefore, need to
masked
it would also
that the
Dr~Die·ctiIOI1L-aJnR:Jle coverage be at least 135
as measured from the effect. Even
about 70 percent of the dome
be
covered, but we
that should be
to create the overall
we
were
for.
better coverage
that would be considered

Were we attemlptilng sornethiru! that was
even 1J'U:~H.m;:'
As it turned out, the answer was
we did encounter some fits and
starts in
a projection
the final
selection gave us better results than we
could have
for.

support arm (since the latter had the wrong
dimensions for
a shorter focallens). The second task was to find a
lens. We started with
suitable
the
that we'd need to throw the
from the
cove, and that it
should be centered on the
side of
the theater at a
about 45
in
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lens.

aU parts of the
need access to a small driH press and
drill bits, a
set, a
varielectric
a band saw,
and a few miscellaneous hand tools.
rotaUnlike with a standard
tor, the
disk in the
warpspeed effect doesn't need to be on
a ball
attached at its
circumference (besides, with a 26.S cm
[10.S in] diameter disk, it would be most
difficult to find a
of suitable
size). Instead, since the
starstreaks in our familiar sci-fi media
appear to emanate from outside the
radiant
anyway, it works out
well to have the disk rotate on a fixed
spindle at its center. We decided to
mount our spindle
a hole in
the lamphouse's
doesn't have one
a hole, or get a

Actually, drilling
seems
more difficult that it
is. First, you'll
need to purchase a
bit of the proper size
for your spindle
(we used a 1/4inch bit). Next, you'H need to remove the
glass plate from the
usually
requires taking out the condenser and loosening some
screws or nuts on the
underside of the
top. Once
out, measure and mark the center of the
plate, and find a flat
of plywood
ly the same size to
under the
extra support
the
procedure. It's
to note here that you
U.a'JAU_ClUJIL. such as mineral
and you must not
That's
it's
V31'1atllf'-·mf"ff! drill for this operto start the hole
find that the bit
will want to wander allover the
Start the hole, therefore,
the drill
press on its slowest speed ratio.
the drill press' slowest
is still
ably too fast to drill through the glass,
aU you want it for here is to create a
"starting dimple" in the
for your hand
Use
enough pressure with the drill press to
start the
action-and no more.
when
the way. But
before any drming, be sure to form a
small
around the
mark
silicone rubber
sealant. This cup will serve to hold a
reservoir of lubricant in which the drill
bi t
will be immersed
6). Be
go

34

dure, and
will reward you with a
cleanly-drilled, unbroken glass
Now it's time to begin
the image
for your glass plate. While it would be
possible to do this using
litho sheet film, it's easier and less expensive to spray-paint the top of the
and then score transparent radii
into the paint
using a metal corkbacked ruler and an X-acto knife......."- _____
you'll want to end up with a flat-blackpaint topcoat on the glass, I recommend
painting it with a coat of white for
starters-then applying black as a final
coat As black tends to absorb
applyonly black paint tends to make the
glass quite warm during use. However,
white first (which will face the
beneath through the glass) means
that heat from the
the
areas tends to be reflected,
rather than absorbed. Mter
the
black coat, double-check it by
it
up to a bright light source to make sure
it's opaque. If not, spray it
adequate
Make sure to

tilt the knife handle on successive

11-
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The disk, or wheel, is a Httle easier to
make, as it's constructed out
and
is simply masked and painted after measuring and
While the diameter of the
wheel isn't super-critical, I'd recommend one
close to the measurement
one side of
the projector's glass plate. We used 3-mm
(l/8-in) Plexiglas because of its lighter
weight, marked it on its protective paper
backing with a compass, and cut it out on a
band saw, We then drilled a 9.S-mm (3/8-in)
hole in the center of the wheel for our
dIe bushing (which we'll address later)though you may choose a different size center-hole, depending on the exact size and
design of the spindle and
use.
We then removed the paper
from
the Plexiglas wheel.
To create our transparent 44interference
lines" on the wheel, we used 3-mm (l/8-in)
graphic-arts llline tape" (available from
office-supply, or graphiC arts stores), and
applied it to the wheel in a pattern similar to
the one shown in Figure 9. If you have trouble locating line tape, you can use regular

masking tape cut to this same narrow width..
Just find a piece of scrap plate glass, tear off
several strips of tape (slightly longer than the
radius of your whee}), press them down on
the glass, and cut
straight strips using
the metal ruler and X-acto knife. Then press
the masking-tape strips onto the wheel.
Either method will work, but the graphiC
arts tape is easier to use. Just make sure to
press the tape-strips down with a good pressure, or you'll find later that the paint will
have seeped under the tape in uneven patterns.
Now,
the wheel
with
the underside flat on a plywood scrap or
tabletop) with flat black
using two or
three adequate coats. After satisfying your-
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self that
achieved
the tape off before the
hardens. (If you make sure to
the tape
off at
right angles to the
find that it will separate from
SUl'roluflidinl2:
much more
Now is a
time to ...... -"'_,-'c,""-.,how your effect will work. Place the glass
over a
source-a slide box or
table works well here-and hold the
wheel over it (centered hole to hole) by
way of a bolt pushed up
the
wheel hole. Now
a rotational
motion to the wheel, via the bolt, with
your
Rota Han in one direction
should create streaks that appear to move
away from the center (Figure
while
the other direction moves them toward
the center
11). You'll also notice
that the closer in orientation an "interference line" is closer to a radiUS, the faster its
streak will appear to move.
the
greater the angle of the interference line
against a radius, the slower the streak will
move. Also, notice how the
of the
streaks increases with distance from the
center of the wheel. You can even add to
this effect if you've curved some of the
lines toward parallelism with a radius as
the distance from center increases.
Mixing interference lines of different
angles on the same wheel,
the way,
will add to the sense of
three-dimensional space-as some "stars"
win appear to move
(those
which "pass" the viewer CJCISE'-·hv
others, more slowly (those that
at a greater distance).
It's possible that you may be dissatisfied with the work on this first wheelbut don't fret! By studying the interaction of the
wheel with the stationary glass plate, you can learn a lot
about how to get it right the next time,
and it shouldn't take very
to make
another wheel, anyway. (If
got real
aptitude for math and geometry, ..... " .. "'....
you'n likely figure out the best wheel pattern even before you mask the first
in case you're wondering, there is a reason
why the interference lines on the wheel are
This
thicker than the radii on the
is because you'n ultimately want to focus
the projected effect on the llICl'sS-lm;!·tf'
the Wheel's interference lines
(which will be closer to the lens) a bit out of
focus. In this case, if the interference lines
were too narrow, they'd act like tiny aperthe
of
tures, which would
the effect
the effect with glass
and wheel almost touching would
interference lines in better
but would
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also create streaks with an artUic:ial.. ""''''''''''',"L
dash" appe.uanoe.
lines more out of
the
appearance.

we constructed this out
bUS;hirl2: from an old disassembled ,-,._-- _. ,
poterlu<)met~~r (volume ~~_, .. __.1'
bits of hardware'-ir1lcludiI11~
cuit-board
a machine
and washers.
12 shows
of construction with this part of
you construct your
this
sure that (1) the diameters
standoffs
fit those of both

and po1:-bllShiing holes (the latter should also
allow the pot bushirag
that the
machine-screw can be
to ttld'" (T1,::I"'~:I'
and (3) that the
standoff" is
than the metal po·tentiometer
bus;hirU! (for free rotation) .
that the bottom
of the po't-bllShmg
smooth, as it will need to "vnnn'tt'liu
with the
of the wheel
washers. You can file it down
smooth if it's not
Also, put some
li2:1tltvveh!ht grease on the parts that will rub
t .... ",ptlnp .. to promote smooth motion and
minimize wear. And be sure, after final
a Httle
enamel
works wen) to the threaded
between the machine screw and its nut,
as wen as the pot
and its nut. This
H"'U'.-n-';A'"

that we
up at a local home
builder's
house. The motor-shaft
hub is a
of aluminum dowel stock, sized
to form a
fit when
-nr,pc:":',",,,., into the center
hole of the rubber roHer.
After
to
we
center-bored the dowel
stock to the diameter of
and drill
and
setscrew. If you don't have
the tools or
to
make this part, see about
it
local machinist.
The

the lever out of thin, softaluminum bar (the
kind
available in
hardware stores) and bent
it to form an offset I'U", We
then drilled small holes

fine point will
the
from
loosening
The design for the
effect calls
for the drive motor to be out of the way of
the optical
we chose to
have the motor rotate the wheel via a rubber
roUer at the wheel
This is ...,.,...'h""""
the most critical part of the effect as it
requires the most
fabrication and
component selection. The
parts of the
motor drive
are the motor
the motor-shaft
the rubber drive
the motor
the lever
the
The .... "' ...
.a
rlpni,-te>rl in
choose a motor that will run fast ..... 'v ...J... u.
but
have sufficient torque
not to
down with the necessary pressure
and friction
the
wheel We
chose a small 40 RPM D.C.
unit
which fulfilled both of these
as
wen as
for direction-reversal and
variable
The rubber roUer we used is a
UA ....
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anchor the tension
and drilled and
thrlou~~h both
U-curve in such a way
the lever could be threaded onto a machine
bolt. This last feature allowed us to we
machine bolt (mounted
hole
and
up from the
of the
larrlphouse) as a
The
lever and motor can also be adliwlted
the lever up or down the
threads of the bolt before final wheel mountA small machine screw is mounted
the AafllPlllOUse
If, when rwming
you find that the Sflln-!llalnes
and wheel are mi1~Iil~IU;~d (rltlaking the wheel
tend to ride up or down the side of the rubber
you can bend the end of the
C:U7InnC_I<>'<Y"'Y' to correct for this di~cre'paIlcy
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Df()iec:tors can
almost
expense, and

school systems, who have

FOR PLANETARIUMS

to you by and of interest to:
Powerful Interactive Planetarium
Systems

Madison

P.O.
New York
Phone: (315) 433 433 - 1530

It seems incredible to me that another

school year is ending and two years have
gone by since the Salt Lake City conference!
It must be true that as one ages time seems to
accelerate. I hope the time has been spent
weB and hope to see many of you at IPS 194
in Cocoa It looks like one of my dreams will
come true because there will be at least three
portable planetarium workshops presented
at this up-coming conference and each
addresses the needs of a specific type of user
found in outreach, rental, and business situations. We are also hoping to get together a
special plenary meeting for portable and
small planetarium users at a time when it
would not conflict with other important
events.

Thanks to Denis Caron (Coordinator
ASTER, La Station Scientifique du Bas-SaintLaurent, 59 Chemin Bellevue, Saint-Louis du
Ha! Hal, Quebec GOL 3S0) we have some
new materials in the files. I met DeniS at a
PIPS meeting and explained to him that I'd
like to add foreign language materials to the
collection. He translated our BOCES Program
Guide into French (Guide des Programmes
d' Animation Starlab par Susan Reynolds et
Kimberly Putnam) and also he sent some
new materials he produced called II Activites
Preparatolres niveau primaire" and 41Activites Preparatoires Premier cycle du secondaire". I really appreciate Denis' efforts.
Contact me if you would like copies. If any
of you have other foreign language materials
you can donate please send them. We need
to put a big "I" in IPS.
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Learning Technologies
(LTO
has newly established an award to reoogrliZe
and honor exceptional Starlab educators
who have made outstanding contributions
to the field of astronomy education. LTI
management states: "We thought it would
be fitting and appropriate to honor an IPS
member who did so much for vlametariurn
education during his short life, so we are
naming the award the Gerald Mallon Starlab
Planetarium Educator of the Year.
was
the key developer in New York Hall of
Science's Starlab teacher training program.
He also worked on many superb teacher's
guides for the PASS (Planetarium Activities
For Student Success) series. We feel that this
award should more than simply honor the
reCipient. It should carry with it suitable
recognition for substantial achievement in
astronomy education."
IPS has agreed to allow this award to be
formally presented at the 1994 conference.
The award consists of: a travel and lodging
stipend for the IPS meeting, the
of a specially engraved plaque at the conference, a write-up in The Planetarian, a cash
award, and presentation of a paper at the
conference. A notice was sent and Educators
had to apply for this award. The selection
process will be completed in May and we
can look forward to meeting and learnim~
from the winner at our conference in Cocoa

On

tCllUCcUl4cm:

I received a letter from Stu
(Planetarium Director, Southampton Middle
School, Moores Mill Road, Bel Air,
21014 USA) who is another Associate Editor
for The Planetarian. He writes the column
"Focus On Education" and is a strong believer in the participatory type of lesson which
is conducted in portable
Please
take a look at his column and see if you can
find the time to contribute a lesson with a
similar format. I know that most of us have
our lessons in our heads, not on paper,
because they are so flexible, but
need
help when they are starting out. If you make
this effort then I can also put your lesson
my files for people who
HELP
they so often do!
'",."'1LHU ....u

Requests:
Eileen Starr (planetarium Director,

City State University, Vaney City, North
Dakota 58072 USA) writes, "Wen we
did it! We have received an Eisenhower
grant to obtain a portable planetarium as
well as provide training for local teachers.
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enrolled in our SUlmnler
onJune13?"
Victoria

wClrk:sh()DS

9 Wenham lessons.
1-i •
(Dothan LaIldIlrlar.KS
PO Box 6362,
.,!'W"'I","!I"'I"

I J....'UAU. . . £"i.HlUGU'-",

Landmark

our natural world The one area
that we are
this year
tarium programs. We have a small
permanent
(Starlab
dome) where we
about 500 pnogJ~anlS
each year. We wrote to Starlab
had any resource
whom
some of their innovative hands-on malterlal.s
that are used in programs.
name and address. I have been
rI~Y."lr'-n hands-on lessons to
tarium but am out of ideasY'
Tom Seff (Science Curriculum Sp~eci,aU!~t,
Conmetquot C.SD. of
780

me-resources
lous other
on the west coast .. ~ am

1998 Conference site.

ed

Thanks also to aU of you who sent
c01rnr)Jelted IPS Questionnaires. (Addiwill be available
if you haven't filled
few minutes at
so.) The results will be diS4CUSsed
make imlxnt:ant decisiol!1S
on Future Publications
I am
elsewhere.

may have used at your plametar'lmn
past. As side note, the l"'li:lllHJIli:U. ;)·cu:;~nc:e
Foundation
for res,eal'ch
.... "''''''''lH' have 1I'~r'~nf'lu

Celestia'l'JVEusic'
}{on~~Sta~ry JMi9,4t~
. in Rfanetariums;1J!l1r~i1wfrle.

. !As.

"Listener ,response'tiasb6ert e:Xlc~~monai
~'FreddieSI~Fox ",Host

Synergy RediP Program

.~ a'ong-a~aitedbreat~ ~Ifresh air - it toUChes you 00 tf\e~uUeveL /'
t1ames'Mt:Jllaney~ A$tr~AOmer/former Curator of the 6ul'j.1 ~~~eta.ri.um•

. and COf\tribVt~wl sagan's acclaimedGosmoS1Y~.~*

Iflt'es~~incredi~ruood~ •• " . "
Cani.~ J.' ~.~yers - ~~~er,

Andrus$~anetarium, Y4fl~rs. NY

"Earthtalk - some gentle space.ruusic for "_1~iQn

James

!Sean - Produce,r '.
/. f
Sound Currents otitf1e Earth - Syndicated Radio Pr<tJram

~'This music is
These pieces are

*

r.·~brd. . il.nn... aI¥
. . . ! .•. space-.

com~,and OYi '.
Jeff GOO.I" Pf~~tn Direct9{l,'
Columbia Museum of Aits& .~Planetarium, Columbia. $C

: ''There's some good stuffh~re...

rOuSjn9,qUi$~thimmering,SVtleeplr,rg,ah<i ethereal music ...
Jim Mantln

JoumaliYf the fhtem
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ControlSys ms
ScreenMaster & ScreenMaster P.C., VC-12 Video
and SMPTE Stepper, for total control of your

..I..1...I."",u...I.U

Effects Projectors
Rotating Planets & Planet Chords, Meteor
Emulators, Scene Machines, All-Sky

Show Kits
"Bear Tales and Other Grizzly Stories ': "Daughter
More exciting shows in production now.

Production Facilities
Original artwork by staff artist Joe
using our in house recording studio

Audio

ment

Representing Major A/V Manufacturers:
Wiko Lamps, Panasonic, JVC, Tascam/Teac,

more.

Sound & Ligh ·
Experienced, professional designers
highest quality in your acoustic and

Laser Systems
Multi-color portable laser systems that produce
graphics animation are available at affordable lease or

1-

to ensure

How about that Hubble? Amazing, what
dear lIeyesight" will do! Goodness knows
what it will see now in the
monthsbut you can
track
NASA's
Hubble Space Telescope and Astrophysics
Missions Slide Sets which I mentioned in the
previous column. Just
I received a
1994 set that includes mostly shots of the
repair mission, but also a small number of
new images from the corrected Hubbleincluding the core of galaxy M100, 30 Doradus, Nova Cygni 1992, Comet ShoemakerLevy, and others. (To inquire about the set,
contact Salta Poole, BDM Federal, Inc., 409
Third Street, Suite 340, Washington, D.C.
20024 USA, telephone 202-479-5270.)
But Hubble isn't the only source of news
from space-not with the slow-talking
Galileo spacecraft's off-hand images of a
satellite for asteroid Ida, the diminutive
Oementine rephotographing the moon, the
European Ulysses beginning its southern
polar passage of the sun as you read, and the
fractured Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 bearing
down on Jupiter. And now there's an updated way for us to communicate with each
other about these and other bits of news: the
new IPS Directory, printed by Loch Ness
Productions for IPS, which arrived even as I
write. I think it has some very nice features,
and will be a useful tool once again on your
sheW (If you're a late-paying member or just
haven't received one, you may wish to
check with Treasurer Keith Johnson to be
certain you're on the member mailing list.)

We're only a month or so away, as you
read, from the twenty-fifth anniversary of
the first manned lunar landing. (How time
flies!) In recognition of the event, I thought
I'd pass along information I've received
recently on a couple of appropriate displays.
Ron Miziker of Miziker and Company, 134
North Rose Street,
California 91505
USA, telephone 818-558-1888, fax 818-5581777 sent me information on a multimedia
display produced for Space Center Houston,
the visitor's center at the NASA-Johnson
Space Center in Houston, Texas. The show is
Vol.
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called "Lunar Laser
and
the
Center
a five story atrium
located in the visitor's center,
SelJtemloer 5 of this year. The show features
on four
screens, and four-channel stereo sound to
celebrate the first moon
in a
of imagery and music, as the audience stands
in the atrium area and looks up.
There was no specific information on the
length of the show or the cost, but it is available for other facilities after
5.
Miziker and Company has also
an
interactive exhibit dealing with the science
behind Biosphere 2-the
in selfcontained
conducted over two years
in Arizona. If you'd like more information
on either, contact Mr. Miziker at the above
address.
I have less information on the second
moon landing exhibit,
from a postcard received from The Museum
P.O.
Box 171343, San Antonio, Texas 78217 USA.
This exhibit is called "0ne Giant
and
the postcard says it "traces the science, technology and philosophy of man's
to
the moon through a
of interactive
and three-dimensional
historic
memorabilia and geological
"
more information, contact The Museum
Group at 210-223-8940 or 210-212-4636.
Actually, the second exhibit sounds a lot
like what we've done here at the Museum of
the Rockies. We've built a m()a(~stly-[)U(1ge~t
ed exhibit around a series of NASA scale
models of rockets and
We call it
"Pioneering Space," and it, too, traces-in this
case the history of the U.S. manned space
effort from
to
shuttle program and a
at future
bili ties ind uding the eVler-'cn,iin~~mlg
increasingly international space station.
We, too, use historical m(~mIDr(]lDlJ!la,
interactive computer program, and lle()IOIlIcal samples (read "moon rock")
video, colorful prints, and assorted other
items induding a 22-foot (7-meter)
inflatable space shuttle model
from
the ceiling. Actually, it aU fits
suris res<torJlng
prisingl y well, and its
my faith in the
innate interest
spaceflight. Of course, we're pn~pa,rmlg
etarium program to go
else?-"The Final Frontier"),
So-what are you
commemorate the first human
on
another world? The IPS conference in Cocoa
1/

to share your
efforts and
your .... "hlj'r'<:
reaction-with your colleagues, as we
alive the vision of the continued eXlplclra1tio]o
and use
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and support of the results of the workshopsperhaps especially since I don't recall that
the US. Congress or any other body has yet
acted on the workshop proposals.
The report of the Detection Workshop
(sponsored by NASA) is fascinating reading. It
assesses the dangers of cosmic impacts on
earth and proposes an internationally fW'lded and operated search strategy to locate
objects large enough and close enough to
pose a potential or eventual threat to earth.
This strategy would use a coordinated network of specialized ground-based telescopes
for detecting earth-approaching asteroids.
(The workshop members called the proposed
survey program the Spaceguard Survey, after
the fictional survey program of Arthur C.
Clarke's science fiction novel Rendezvous
with Rama.) The report also includes references and tables of information on the Aten,
Amor, and Apollo asteroid groups.
The report of the Interception Workshop
(sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Energy's Los Alamos National Laboratory),
only summarized in the publication, speaks
of the importance of early detection of
potential impactors and the pros and cons of
mostly explosive interceptive techniques.
Altogether, this is useful material to have
to keep current on some of the latest thinking about the threat of impacts-and what
we might do about it-for the inevitable
questions we field about the subject in our
daily work. It's also good material for planetarium programs on the topiC. And if you
have an interest in corresponding with
Yearjin Licholsang about the subject, you
can use the address given above.
The telephone numbers given in the press
release accompanying the publication are
old and out of use. But if you want to try to
obtain a copy of it for yourself, you might
start with the Office of Public Affairs at
NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C.
20546 USA; the telephone number is 202358-1400.

laser Effects Quarterly
A more recent and ongoing publication
that will appeal to the II stimulated. emission"
devotees among us was brought to my attention by colleague Mike Murray; it's called
Laser Effects: The Light Show Quarterly, a new
quarterly publication all about lasers and the
shows we make with them. After wiping off
Mike's drool, I found it to be a neat, deanly
designed, no-nonsense publication IIdesigned
to serve the information needs of the growing laser light show industry" according to
its editor's opening statement The first issue
appeared last fall.
If you're I'into" laser equipment and laser
shows, check out this publication. It's filled
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with news notes, articles on new eql11ipm€:!Ilt,
product reviews, ads from assorted companies, and special features.
Especially handy are the magazine inserts.
The fall issue contained an advertising supplement from Laser FIX International (the
publisher of the magazine) that was a catalogue of "dip-art" and animation sequences
available from the company, including a
price list. Lest you think this magaZine is
merely an advertiSing organ for Laser FIX
International (the editor, 1. Michael Roberts,
makes a point of stating that the publication
is meant to be an independent publication),
the winter issue induded an inserted "1994
Laser Resources Directory" which induded
many laser companies, suppliers and others
organized into four categories: hardware,
software, "artware" (animation, graphics, custom show production) and Ilwetware"
(artists, programmers, laserists, support and
safety services, organizations and publications).
The winter issue also induded the results
of the 1993 International
Laser Display Association
awards. In fact, that's
where I learned that the
Mueller Planetarium at the
University of Nebraska in
Lincoln, Nebraska USA
shared first prize with
Laser Images, Inc. in the
category of I'special or
unusual applications of
laser displays." The prize
was awarded for their
"Lighting up the Night"
planetarium program for
the visually impaired,
which uses laser-projected
star patterns to help people afflicted with Retinitis
Pigmentosa and other
sight disorders to see the
stars. (Jack Dunn presented
a talk about the project at
last year's Triple Conjunction Planetarium conference in Oklahoma Citycongratulations, Jack!)
This is a fine publication. Even better, it's a useful publication. If you
want another way to keep up on the laser
show industry, contact editor Roberts at
Laser FIX International, Unit P, 1153 Pioneer
Road, Burlington, Ontario, Canada L7M lK5,
telephonelfax 905-332-2001. Since three
advertisers (Eclipse Technologies, New
Method Lasers, and Pangolin Laser Software)
have agreed to support the first year of publication, the newsletter is currently free.
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This winter, I received some information
and pictures
what looks
that plcmE~talLiaJ1S
great new
love. It's caned liThe Blue Planet
Spinning
" from Scientific Universe
Products, 5715 Sunset
Washington
5314, fax 206-353-5302.
Are you familiar with the
of the
14Geochron"? You peel the surface of the
earth off its globe, flatten it out
Mercator projection map,
behind to show the sunlit and dark areas of
the earth at your current moment in time,
then let it run at the speed of the earth's rotation. It shows the const:antlv cncm2in2
Hon of the earth .......... "' ..... +lln
ch,mging aC(:urilte]y with the seasons.
Now take your Geochron and roll it back
you've
liThe Blue
up into a
Planet Earth Spinning Globe."

In other words, the BPESG (for short) is a
16-inch (41 cm) wide earth globe lit from
inside to show the part of the earth currently
in sunlight, and shielded from inside to
the other part in darkness. It's eneased in an
I8-inch by IS-inch by 24-inch (46 em
46
cm by 61 cm) smoked acrylic box to simulate
the earth suspended. in the darkness
The globe slowly rotates (using 110 volt AC
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I received, I suspect it works a lot like
version of the Geochron. The earth is
flattened into round map (the
half in
and half in darkness to

twenhour dock around the dock rim.
suspect that as the earth in

see which part of the earth is
sens for $49 U.s.
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Subscriptions

96
25
121
13
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This includes memberships taken out
IPS 94 cmlfel~en4:e
registration. We should
up a few more meml>en;hilJS Hh._,,.n·h
the
and I will continue
late mc;~mlbel:shiDS
throughout the rest of the year.
2. We made $1032.16 in our
Market account in
this is income
unrelated to our
purpose for "''''.".j.'''""....
(unlike human
can define their cosmic ..... "1""£"\''''''
from the start), and since it is over the $1000 limit for such
we
the Internal np..""'..... ",,
tax-exempt
under US
theirs in the afterlife.
Members have asked me about our status in this
the 501(c)-6 category, not the weB-known S01(c)-3. That r"'''i-o..' '.....n
include business
(but not the NFL, I
associations, etc. This means we are
(on related income,
way), but not a charitable
to IPS are
deductible for the
For you non-US members who have
understanding US tax laws: so do we.
3. Note that expenses for pulDlishirll2"
candy lower than had been
is
putting out an excellent newsletter (and most of you agree, based
1994
he's
it at for a great
him
know you appreciate it the next time you see him.
4. IPS no longer provides financial support for The Universe in the
Classroom, the occasional
of the Astronomical
of
IPS members have
the Pacific. First, as many of you
getting their
for at least three years, due to mi:staJkes
part of ASP.
ASP cannot afford to send

LQQQ.

42,900
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In 1
at
of
Russian Academy of
A. Gallant
me
first American to take part in the ongoing
the cause
catastrophic explosion that devastated
Siberian forest. It was the most powerful explosion on
civilization. The yet-to-be-determined nature of the cosmic
"Cosmic Mystery
the Century." This is an account
This 27-minute videotape, with narration, is available
by planetariums.
the tape as is, or edit it any
narration,
use in your planetarium shows.
III
III
III

$53 per tape for VHS format (USA, includes shippin
$78 per tape for three-Quarter-inch format (USA, includes
$105 per tape in European format of your choice {in

m

Mailing address:
University of
mouth
ME 041
I

207-780-4249

MAIL to:

Maine

f 1

Abstract: The
Planetarium has
developed a variety of innovative computer
techniques to
AUroom" program creates
perSI)ecti\re-c:oiTelcte~droom

interiors of any size,
or surface
texture. Another program converts a
high-resolution
from any flat art,
into a six
Combined with cirit offers an
new
way to create
AU-Skies. In
UU'U.AL.lVJII. a report from the International
Planetarium ""''''~,''n

Our guest contributor in this issue is Tom
Wujec, a leading producer,
writer,
lecturer, artist and world traveler who is currently Creative Director of Digital Media
Services at the Royal Ontario Museum,
Toronto, Ontario. He is the best-selling
author of Pumping Ions - Games and Exercises
to Flex Your Mind and the newly published
Five Star Mind, both astonishingly clear
expositions on the development of human
mental potentials. With degrees in astronomy and psychology, trained by a master of
Japanese Bunraku puppetry, initiated into
various middle eastern and far eastern systems of movement such as Wud Sha Lo and
Tai Chi, as well as having an extensive background in computer graphics, audio visual
communications and interactive videodisc
technology, Mr. Wujec is an individual
whose dynamism it is difficult to say
about. Tom wrote the following article
while a producer for the McLaughlin
Planetarium. In simple and concise terms, he
describes the present benefits and shortcomings of a digital technology that is sure to
usher in a new era in creative planetarium
applications. We are immensely pleased to
have him writing for this column. Please
enjoy.

TomWujec
Royal Ontario Museum
Digital Media . . . a ...'lr:... ,..~
100 n ••
0 . 0 ....

1.,.

Canada
Tel. 416-586-5742
Fax 416-586-5863
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Over the past few years, the M<:Ullu£nun
Planetarium has
a number of
innovative computer
to
original AU-Skies. One program,
called Rooms, creates a
interior
of a rectangular room of any dimensions.
transAnother program, called Slice
forms any single
into six
which together produce a seamless
AU of the image
is .... "" ..i-"'.......,""rf
on the Mclaughlin Planetarium's comrmt,eI
graphic work station. The main computer is
an MS-DOS 386
system with a
666 megabyte hard drive,
of
RAM, and a
T16
Digitized
are
into the
using videodisc and videotape
for low
resolution, and a Nikon LS-3500 slide scanner for
resolution. The slide scanner
of
an
at 4000 lines
of resolution at 24 bits of color for true
torealism. A Matrix PCR fUm re<:order
duces
slides of up to 4000 lines
of resolution at 24 bits of color (16
available colors). Combined with a
software processes, commercial and custom
we have the
to
P
striking images.
Our system was VlL.lb.llllClli 1 pUf<:ha.sed
supplement traditional artists' illustrations.
The computer is used to
charts, three dimensional models
craft,
of as[fCm(JITIlICaJ

ties.
The ae'vel~:::>prnel1.t of the custom amJHCations
several stages. First,
we worked out a number of methods of writonto the slide. We matherrlaticaBv transferred the
to
the computer and fUm recorder,
us
absolute control over the
of
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ment,
a
open window, or a
scene with stars
that match those of the Zeiss
Still other rooms are
on
the computer. Abstract spaces, interiors of
spalce<:ra1:t, and texture maps
are
rooms have become an
impOlrtaJlt part of our visual
are
not
other traditional effects.
type of
software
The second
is called Slice and
we use in the
Dice, This custom software transforms a sinlm;UU'-I'anl!lTII! from 512

any
The Slice and Dice software takes a
circular slice of the source
the
of the circle is
dome's splringHne and
to the
bottom of the
slide. The center of the
source slide is
to the dome's zenith,
and corresponds to the top of the
slide.
The Slice and Dice software is extraordinarversatile. We have used it to
AlISkies of
of cell structure,

cular
in
interior of the David
Richmond
us with an
All-Sky interior
with traditional
AU-Sky
In this particular
we can arrange elements of the
photograph in the computer,
a star
field in the dome's shutter opening,
the
of the tel(~sc()pe.

a
of the
A dissolve sequence these
Pf()dl.lCe a
realistic
.... "',rl-.. "".. I of the aurora
Not all of the
cessful. Low contrast
have a great deal of white space
on our dome. AltnlDU2:n
slides look terrific,
because the reflected
v u u .........
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duce

Different photographers have had success
using different techniques. These guidelines
represent a loose consensus of what works in
most planetaria domes. Some people have
had remarkable success pointing the camera
much lower than 45 degrees.
ID the camera tilt should be 45 degrees from
the rotational plane ...
o the lens should be the equivalent of the
Nikon 16 millimeter, full frame fisheye, or
a Nikon 15 millimeter flat field lens ...

Now that All-skies can be produced and
processed using computers, All-Sky images
can be exchanged using tape backups or
floppy disks. Although there are dozens of
graphic file formats currently in use, the
Standards Committee has decided to adopt a
few of the most popular (and readable) formats:
o Targa File Format (TGA): The images should
be uncompressed in either 16 bit, 24 bit, or
32 bit. Resolutions can range from 512 x
400 pixels to 4000 x 4000 (or 4k X 4k) piXels. Thirty-two bit images should only be
used when an alpha channel is necessary ...
ID Tagged Image Files Format (TIFF): The
images should be uncompressed in either
16 bit, or 32 bit. Resolutions can range
from 512 X 400 pixels to 4k x 4k pixels ...
Adobe File Format: If a Macintosh is used
for image processing, the Adobe Photoshop format should be used. As with the
TGA and TIFF file formats, the resolution
lit

can range from screen width to 4k x 4k
pixels, and the color
can range from
16 bits to 32 bits.

Several individuals contributed to these
first draft specifications. Requests for further
information can be sent to the
individuals:
Dennis Milbrandt
Calgary Centennial Planetarium
P.o. Box 2100, Sm. M., location 73
Calgary, Alberta T2P 2M5

You see how great an
each person
domain file

AAU........... , . ,

TomWujec
Mclaughlin Planetarium
100 Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2C6
Steve Savage
Sky Skan Inc.
51 Lake St.
Nashua, NH 03060

...

Cocoa!

Thank you, Tom, for a cmnfJypl1fPndv'p
painstakingly thorough article. Best
in
future work endeavors; your track record so
should take you far into any other intellectual
challenges you may see fit to realize. That
wraps it up for another "All-Sky Circle
are any questions about the articles or
wish to be a contributor please get in touch at
our contact address. Until next time, be clear in
your thinking, feeling and doing.
N
•

'*

ci
Jon U. Bell
upenjlnst the
H. Bowen
Sound Advice

Deborah Judith & Ervin
(Treasurer, continued from page 47)
If you joined IPS after

countries. The IPS officers feel that the III" in
"IPS" reall y means something, and we have
no business supporting a project that is of
benefit only to a subset of our membership,
so we decided not to continue supporting
this. On the other hand, the publication is a
worthy one, and U. S. members can get a free
copy by writing to Teachers' Newsletter
Dept. A.S.P., 390 Ashton Ave., San FranCiSCO:
CA 94112.
5. The long-awaited IPS Directory has finally been published! IPS contracted with Loch
Ness Productions last fall to create and publish the 1994 version. Mark Petersen, preSident of Loch Ness, was the original creator
and maintainer of the Directory. However, if
you find mistakes in your listing, or corrections tha t need to be made, please send
changes to me, not to Mark (or to both of us
but I am keeping the official corrections).

you
probabl y did not get your free copy (and I'm
only marginally sorry, since the official deadline was Jan. 31). To get yours, send $1 for U.s.
postage, $3 for non-U.S. postage, to Charlene
Oukes, Strasenburgh Planetarium, Box 1480,
Rochester, NY 14603, U.S.A. Be sure to indicate that you are a member, as the
costs $25 for non-members.
6. I must abjectly apologize to some members far from the USA who received their
membership renewal forms late. I tried a new
mailing service that claimed they could get
things overseas as fast as regular
but
cheaper, by a different method. Wen, it was
cheaper, but not as fast for some of you. If
you missed the first issue of The Planetarian
because of this (be honest, now!), you should
send me your request to make it up, and I
will relay it to Charlene at the Strasenburgh
and pay your postage costs.

'*

I
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Alan Da'venloort
Jane G. tlaSUJ1£!:S
Janels Corner

Richard McColman
Planetechnica
Jim Mallnill£!:

Steven Mitch
Donna Pierce
Gibbous Gazette
Sue Ke'\l11~()lcls
Mobile News Ne:tw'ork
Richard Shores

The planetarium is an excellent tea.Chllng
tool for reproducing the conditions necessary for lunar or solar eclipses. In. the
tarium lesson that follows, Michael Szesze of
the Arthur Storer Planetarium in Calvert
County Maryland describes a lesson where
middle school scientists" coHect data
involving the circumstances necessary for a
solar eclipse. By running the annual motion
motor forward for several months in a few
minutes in the planetarium, students
observe the moon ascend and descend across
the ecliptic, producing some kind of eclipse
every seven new moons or so. Back in the
classroom, students reduce their newly collected data and predict the occurrences of
II

Stu Chapman
Harford County Public
Schools
Southampton Planetarium
Moores Mill Rd.
Bel Air, Maryland 21014

schapman@umd5.umd.edu

Predicting Eclipses
A Planetarium lesson
for Grade 6
by Michael Szesze,
Planetarium Director
Calvert County Public , ....."' . ".....
Arthur Storer Planetarium
600 Dares Beach Road
Prince Frederick, MD 20678
Introduction:
The state of Maryland has recently adopted a
set of state-wide science outcomes that
reqUire students to directly and actively participate in the processes of science. Not only
must students know the concepts and nature
of science, but they must also develop habits
of mind and attitudes that anow them to
apply science and develop problem solving
skills. Most concerned science educators welcome these state mandates that are consistent with interactive, hands-on learning.
Most planetarians see this as another avenue
for students to be doing science under the
dome, rather than having it illustrated for
them. A real problem arises in finding an
activity that is within the capability of a
young "scientist," one that allows him or her
to apply concepts learned in earlier lessons
to actual problem solving. This tested and
successful lesson allows students to discover
a pattern of regularity and make predictions
based upon that pattern. It is modeled after
IIConditions for Eclipses" from Under Roof,
Dome, and Sky, but is Simpler and less technical.
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We would
other plane1:arians

corned and en~:oulra~~ed
Please send your submissions
matted
disk (save
WordPerfect). You can reach me

Outcomes:
1.

2

Students will discover why
are
not a monthly event in the shadow
pIa ys of the Sun, Moon, and Earth.
Students will plot a history of " ...... v,.."..
and use this pattern to predict the next
eclipse.

Sun, drums, arrow and rattles
away, astronomers betlea(1ed
unJ)reJ:lared Tahiti: lovem.akulg
when Sun and Moon leave
Earth.
3.

Materials:
A copy of the lab worksheet entitled
Predicting Eclipses, a pencil, and a clipboard
for each student. The teacher will need an
ephemeris with a listing of future eclipses.

Advanced Preparation:
It is helpful for students to have advanced

knowledge of right ascension and declination for graph plotting purposes. Students
should understand the ecliptic as a
and
moon phases and their causes.
4.

Time:
This lesson requires a planetarium
in
which students collect data plus a foHow up
classroom period in which students work
with and reduce the data collected.

5.

up the coordinate
have students measure and
Moon's
coordinates
Ascension and declination
at 0 hours.

Cross"Currlcular COlnIlBe(:tI4~nl5:
Mathematics, Social Studies

)clenc:e Thinking )IUIIIs:
Observing, predicting, sequencing,
sizing, inferring, interpreting

6.
h'lnnnth",,_

Planetarium Presentation:
1.

2

Using slides or special effects projectors,
illustrate a variety of lunar and solar
eclipses and establish the notion that
eclipses are celestial shadow plays.
Using slides tell a few examples of
eclipse legends and folklore. Eclipse is
Greek for 14abandonment." Early Chinese
records: invisible dragon devours the
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scare natives.
ann ual motion,
Moon's

the Moon moves across
Students will notice that

sequence
thrIDu~~h 30 to 50 passages until stu4cients
have
data to establish
About every 7th passage results
sort of a solar

<
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LAB: PREDICTING Ea..IPSES
Purpose: To plot the tilt of the Moon's orbit, determine the
conditions necessary for solar eclipses, and to predict the next
solar eclipse ..
Procedure:
1.
During your planetarium visit you will observe a lunar
cycle. Collect data on the right ascension and declination
of the Moon.
2.
Plot the Moon's orbital data on the equatorial graph paper.
3.
Using the planetarium observe a sequence of lunar orbits,
by keeping track of the number of orbits (ascending and
descending) and which create solar eclipses.

MOON ORBITAL DATA
Right Ascension

Position

Declination

1 ..

2.
3.

4.
5.
6 ..
7 ..

8 ..

LUNAR ORBITS AND Ea..IPSES

t=

Ascending Orbit
1= Descending Orbit
E = Eclipse
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1.

Earth's
between
nodes.

u.>,.,-.,n.UH,o;,

music (that's very ap1Pf()pI"iat:e
hearted nature of

Vol.

release of a new children's book
Undine Concannon reports that
for
a
renovation scheduled for later this
year at the London Planetarium are on track

foot
November 19, 1994.
The Ohio State

bacher.
Friends and ~~.,~"~..,,,...
GLPA member

Thanks to an of you who sent in reports
fur
As
that you may have
your
is most
The deadline for articles
to
induded
Planetarian is M~)n~aa'y
that this date
the material and send it to
leave for Cocoa Beach and IPS 1994.

pelrmiitting, millions of pea·
will see this '1ast chance" solar
for
the 20th century. Another solar
won't be visible in GLPA country until
21,2017.
Plans for the 1994 GLP A Conference are
under way. The conference will be held at
the Benedum Natural Science Theater at
Resort & Conference Center in
.u....... u .... IO., West
The dates for the
conference are October 26-29, and the host
will be Steven Mitch, director. A tentative
includes three guest slX~akjerS,
worksjho~)s, ITlduidir1lg a Starlab workstlop
Brown, many papers, and an op1tlol!1ai
visit to the new NASA facilities located at
AA_'_~""'-' ___'__ .....
The facilities are the
Te<:hrlto!()gy Transfer Center, Qass.....................l'i. ...... Center and a
new home for the current Teacher Resource
Center. Conference
will also be able
to take
of the recreational acHvities that
has to offer because a half
of the conference is devoted to
relaxation. A GLP A
scramble is pHilIU1led
which should prove to be
GLPA
who are model H.u~aU'"""
enthusiasts are also enc:olllras;~ed
favorite Lionel or three-rail
on the 1200
Miniature Railroad and

V'£v"o'ntlu nonor€~a

TheVVThAPS(Wisc()nsm-JloW'a-~1innes:ota

Planetariums) States 1"1",.,,,,1-1 .......
22nd and 23rd at the University
consin Planetarium in Stevens
VVisconsin. The host for the 1f'nt".P1-1,T'lcr

Science Center in Atlanta, 'U!'I;\.JIal'i.'"a.
The GLPA Executive Co,mlnittee
23rd in South

VAH."' .....

nr~pW""l!:ltl"'li'"

at the Dundee Plan-

etarium is ... "".,.,..nff
mer called "The Final Frontier," a collection
of astronomical
Catherine Bain
of
A
for children
is also
caned "Be an astronomer for a
each week thl'OUilhcJut
mer.
scheduled to return to the

a

A

donation from the National Grid will fund
the
as wen
installation of an
automated control system. The renovations
scheduled to
in time to run
a wide range of
programs in
time for
Christmas season. An """ .."IE"""""".
system may also be installed if fundis available.
The London Planetarium enio'\i'ed
ond visit from Russian Cosmonaut
Grechko on
5th.
a lecture
on his
on
Station
many very interestreoeption followed his lecfor
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taTium conference.
Conference
will go out
the
GLPA
around the second
Please note that the'daruiline
WOlr/(sI10f) is
15,
For additional information, contact Steven
Mitch at any of the numbers listed at the
theartide.
The
State
was held on
March 12th at the Kalamazoo
Public Museum Planetarium. Eric Schreur
was the host
The. Chaffee Planetarium in Grand
is
final pel'fmmalnOe5
number of programs before
down in
n ..."n~I"!l·t'i.nn for
of their new
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The 1994 GPPA annual ".."",-.'1'0 .. "'''''
scheduled to be held from October
Missouri. Bob Riddle
of the conference
pl2metarimn in the Southwest Ma.tn/~ten(:e
School. Plans for the COflfer'en<:e
CWTfIlltlV in progress. Contact Bob
(818)871-0900 for additional mi4omlation,

Maine coast, a trip to
home of the
nationally famous L.L. Bean outfitter store
and a myriad of outlet
For additional
information, contact Laura Deines, Southworth Planetarium, 96 Falmouth Street,
Portland, Maine (207) 780-4249,
It is with
sadness that I report the
passing of former MAPS member Dan
Zirpoli, after a
illness. Dan was also the
former director of the II-A<I, .. ",I'OlY'l,rt
Phoenix, Arizona An of us in MAPS offer our
condolences.
Steven Mitch of the Benedum Natural
Science Theater in Wheeling, West
will be hosting the 1994 GLP A Conference,
October 26-29. Steve has extended an invitation to MAPS members in the area to
pate in the. upcoming conference. Call Steve
at (304) 243-4034 for additional information.
Bm Kinsella reports that the 1994 Robert J,
Novins Science Lecture
the
Ocean County Community College Planetarium, Toms River, New Jersey was
Owen Gingerich on April 23rd. The lecture
was dedicated to long time MAPS member,
George Lovi.

David Falk, director of the Los
Valley College Planetarium reports that the
Spitz A-3P instrument in his facility is operational again, after sustaining severe damage
during the January 17th eaIth(~llilLke.
are underway to other parts of the
with replacement costs covered by F.E.M.A.
(Federal t:mergen<:y Jvlanlagl::!m,ent
David has a bent A-3P cage
for anyone who is interested. (Maybe SWAP can use
it for the Bent Planet Cage Award that
give out periodically to one of their unsuspecting members.)

It is with great sadness that I report the
passing of one of the RMP A founders and
longtime member, Terry Schmidt.
suffered an apparent heart attack while
what he liked to do
spending the
at the Tiara Observatory doing research and
astrophotography. Terry Schmidt was best
and astronomical
known in the
community through Tersch
a
business that specialized in astronomical and
NASA slides. Terry's wife and business partner, Eve Schmidt will continue on with the
business. Eve is
for serious researchers to lease or operate Tiara Observatory which has several pieces of astronomical equipment available for use. If interested,
contact Mrs. Schmidt at P.O. Box 1059,
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Colorado
CO 80901
The 1994 RMP A
Conference will be a
session with
the Pacific Planetarium Association at
the Reuben H. Fleet
Theater in San
California,
October 13-15.
.HJ' . . . "',..

N

ence is Sue Smith
Griswold
The Mark Smi th
Planetarium
in
Macon, ............. "" :.a will be the site for
SEPA
hosted
third time, an IPS cOJlfe:ren,ce.
new Digistar/Minolta
Community
in Cocoa,
ed by Mike Hutton and staff.
Gint Hatchett is the director of a new 40foot

recent National Science Teachers ,..."".,,"-.• ""tion Conference (NSTA) in Anaheim,
nia While
she
a
as an official affiliate of NST A.
Duke Johnson has taken over as din~t()f
of the
Planetarium in "".-~ •. ~Salem, North Carolina. The .... ""'eH·I"' ....
vacated
Scott Niskach who assumed the
dirloct~Drslhip of
Planetarium
in urlaI1Q(),
vanced phml1inlg
center and
will be constructed adi~c~~nt
tyand is
to open in about 3 years.
The
at the Natural
Louisiana remains
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I

award
'So many ......."' ..."'..........
Little Time' based on her recent
ment on her latest efforts in ex1:endlrltg
malPpinS?; of the universe and
Hons."
Bill Gutsch has been

t

TeJleS<:O[le Science In!m1:ute,
on 4'New
Discoveries from the Hubble
This is the sixth and final installment of
Countdown to "94." Over the last eighteen
months I have shared with you the history
of the Astronaut Memorial Planetarium &
Observatory, the
who have made it a
success, the planning and construction of the
new planetarium and Iwerks theatre, and, of
course, the planning of IPS '94. I hope it was
beneficial to you as you made your plans to
visit Cocoa Beach this July.
If this is the first time you are reading
Countdown to "94," the
five issues of
The Planetarian contain all the information
you need to know about IPS '94 and to register for the conference. The bad news is
that if you have not registered for the conference by now, you will have to pay a $50
late fee and you will have difficulty finding
a hotel room along Florida's Space Coast.
However, it is still possible for you to attend
this very special gathering of planetarium
professionals from around the world.
Although all the basic information about
IPS '94 already has been published and distributed, there still are a few items of late
breaking news which may be of interest.

Outside the trade show haH we will set up
tables for you to share your facility brochures, job announcements or product
brochures. Please be advised that space on
these tables is on a first come first served
basis. As such, these tables often become
quite disorderly and your materials may get
lost. To help those who need this type of
exposure, we are offering controlled space on
tables in the small exhibit hall for $25. These
spaces are approXimately 60 x 60 centimeters (24 x 24 inches) and will indude a sign
indicating which planetariums or companies
are displayed on the table. If you want to be
sure that your show kit brochures or other
services are seen by aH of the delegates, you
might want to consider one of these spaces.
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Bill Gutsch, chairman of the
committee, has been hard at work to
us
with informative and entertaining sJX~aklers.
Through his efforts, we will be
to
hear from Dr. Margaret Gener, Professor of
Astronomy at Harvard University and Senior
Scientist at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics. Bill proVides the following
information on Dr. Gener and the
of
her presentation.

International Planetarium
1994 Conference

"Beginning in the mid-1980's,
Geller and her co-investigator, John A~_A
began the immense task of
the
large scale structure of the universe. Their
work has revealed the famous
bubble'
or 'spongy' configuration of
and
of S?;a!,ilXi4~S s(;~pa]raU~Q
enormous 'voids' tens to hundreds of megaparsecs across. Using computers, these data
can furthermore be imaged in three dimensional space allowing us to fly
our
corner of the universe at many times the
speed of light"
liAs a scientist
interested in teaching astronomy and popularizing the
in visual ways, Dr. Geller will present her
&
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Dr. Peter Wilhelm is director
Center for
Research Lab, Dr, Wilhelm will
"P,rni,prt" Clementine: To The
U""7nv,r1" and show some of the
of the latest voyage to the moon.
In addition to
Bob Tuck
Comet sn'oerDaJKel'-Le
collision of Comet sn()enlaKer-J
has

imore, where he nrc)vildes
to HST's Science Observation
conision.
An astronaut will be on hand
With .n~"""''''L''',
Reflections from the
to the nH~""'1IJ"LU,
16, 12:30 p.m to 4:00
event, which is
a
from the Florida Humanities "'-'''''..........u,
feature
V.
director
Moscow
and U.S. space program experts and historians.

_ _,

wOlrkstJlopS and
planm~Q for IPS '94 to offer
prl:lCIllCaJ In:S;llguL:S, urliO'rm,atlon, and <>r,!,'SU"ttPli:
of the PJanel:arlum profession.
In the area of education, Katherine Becker
and Stu
will be '-VUl\"U,J[IC!lU,Ul)
astronomy IIshare-a-thons" for younger and
older students
in which
astronomy education ideas.
will share information on programs and
hands-on activities
African astron-
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omy crimit 30). Jeanne Bishop will conduct a
workshop in making
visual
aids to illustrate astronomical concepts
(Bmit 20, $25 U.S. fee for materials). And
Norm Sperling will present a workshop on
coping with pseudo-astronomy in the classroom and planetarium.
There will be three portable planetarium
workshops (limit 25 for each). April Whitt
will talk about considerations in setting up a
personal business with a portable planetarium, Sue Reynolds will offer ideas about
establishing an education program, and Alan
Gould will discuss the portable planetarium
as a tool for teachers to use on their own.
In the 41 nuts and bolts" categories, Carolyn
Collins Petersen and Mark C. Petersen will
offer workshops on 14KUngon Scriptwriting"
(limit 20 participants) and "Klingon Show
Production" respectively, illustrating bold,
no-nonsense, ruthlessly honorable methods
for crafting planetarium shows-presumably
without serving any of those wriggly
KHngon delicacies. Joe Hopkins and Joe
Tucciarone will be declaring that liThe SHde
Isn't Dead" as they demonstrate techniques
for creative uses of that planetarium staple.
Martin Ratcliffe will lead a panel discussion
on interactive planetarium systems and
methods, and John Sohl is investigating the
possibility of conducting a workshop on the
use of computer networks including downloading images.
Bill Gutsch will moderate a panel discussion on how to get media coverage, and Jim
Manning will moderate another on "selling"
your planetarium in terms of development,
marketing, public relations, and grant-writing. Von Del Chamberlain and Paul Knappenburger will conduct a workshop on the
use of formative evaluation Oimit 20).
Those workshops with participant limits
will have sign-up sheets located in the IPS
registration area; participant fees for Jeanne
Bishop's workshop will be collected at that
time.
Workshops and panel discussions offer
opportunities for more in-depth eXlDer'ierlce
with, or discussion of, the topiCS and tools of
our trade. Consider those you might wish to
attend, and be prepared to roll up your
sleeves!

There is little doubt that more countries will
be
at this IPS conference than
ever before. If everyone who has eX1Dressed
interest in the
actually
we
will have representation from over 30 countries! And our volunteer staff will be ready to
show them some good old fashioned southern hospitality.
We continue to hope many of our colleagues from Central and Eastern
join us at IPS '94. The outcome of our
cations to the International Science
Foundation's travel program won't be
known Until after this article goes to press.
Arkadiy Stepanovich Esman, director of the
Cherkassy Planetarium, Ukraine, has let us
know he plans to attend We also expect to
welcome at least one colleague from Prague
in the Czech Republic.

As I mentioned in the last installment of
"Countdown to '94," STS 65 is scheduled for
launch in July. I have been in contact with
official sources at the Kennedy
Center
and a target launch date of July 8 has been
set. If launch plans move forward in the traditional manner, the chances are very
that the actual launch will occur
conference.
I have made plans to bring the entire delegation to the Kennedy Space Center to
observe the launch. The actual location is
still being discussed, but it will be close
enough for you to feel the full
of the
Shuttle as it lifts off the
ward.

There are two planetarium related meetings which will be held just
to the IPS
Conference. These are: The
'.'.LCU Users
Group and C-360, Inc. The
Users
Group will begin their meeting on ThlUfS(iay
July 7. This meeting is limited to users of the
Digistar system and is a dosed
If
AJ . .

you own a ......<e."' .........
and the registr,1lti(J~n

demonstrations
conference. And there will
sentatives from Evans
the mother of all Db~ist:ars
who will be
can do for you.
C-360, Inc. a phmetal~iulm v.F.<lu ..,,,,,....'U'u
for those facilities that
film as part of their pr()J;!;ralmInir1l~. Ori~ina[ly
a 35mm film group, C-360 has eXlpailded
include 870 and other film lUlllU<Cll;>,
of the C-360
an 870
Astronaut Memorial
for the
tors
this conference
film in
one interested in

$45.

we there is no doubt that you
first Inf'ini.unlj JJ.JI;;,I..:>uu plalnetal'imn
world. In late

per'fmms as advertised. It
with binoculars.
28,000 stars has on the appearance
is
you must see to under'stand.
The way the
you
aU of the stars.
their presence
vides a type of texture that is
under ideal conditions.. For those of
are avid
you know what
For those of you who have not
from a dark site for
treat.
The Infinium and the ~" ,a,,,,..
JU' ..

..

IPS '94 International
Affairs Report
Interest in IPS '94 from
planetarians around the
world continues to increase.
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ever dreamed. The
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the
Infinium stars, the LI'A,F.a.:>uu grGLptLlcs
and bri~~ht~!r.
were
to achieve the proper balance
between the two systems.
As with
new, there are
lems. However, from what we can see, the
of the dual system exceeds an
eX1Jectattofls. No matter what your reaction
it
will proto the concept may
vide food for tn()u~~m,
With the
in construction, we have
pm;tp()ne:d the op€:~nirlg of the pJanet:arium
16. This means that
routine opera.tlclns.

C8lffi,enl-llealay Program Brochure

composers and musicians
who have
so many excellent shows
and sound tracks
to stage the
session of its kind for IPS UeJleg,ares,
composers and musicians who will be perfm'milng include: Jonn Serrie, Robert Resetar,
Bowen, Paul
Joe
and
have been in the
tarium
for even short time,
these names should reflect the finest musical
talent in the business. Jeff Bowen is On;T~rll7.the event and if you have any comments, Qwestl.ons, or
I'm sure he
would be
to hear form you.

I know I wm be

this man y
the conference but I must take this
nnT.,nr~11n,lt" to say "thank
to
peowho have worked hard to make IPS '94
the best conference PO:SSHJAC. IPS '94 would
not be
without the encouragement
and support of Dr. Maxwell C.
President of Brevard
and Dr.
Tace Crouse, Provost and my boss. For all
their
and support, thank you. Thank
you to the members of the conference
BiU

sp<)m;or:ship committee,
committee, Sharon Parker,
mittee, Bob Tuck,
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and Karen
committee. the
of the Astronaut Memorial PI::Ilnpt::n'inlm
()h,,,:p1"u!'i·tnrn and
Countdown to "94", I also apIJrelciaite
support of Mr. Phll
Inc., who
much needed
counsel. Thank you to the delegaltes
attend IPS 94 for
your trhlmlPhs
tra:R:ed,leS, pfE:~serltirllg papers and worj{Sltlot:~S,
understandjlng when
go
Thmk you to the vollunteers
from the Brevard Astronomical
Florida
Council for
International Visitors, Brevard Co,miDunity
International
BCC RTV
2333, Florida Tech. International Student
Coast Area
and
The United Nations Association, also Alex
Crovetto and Chuck Fricker. Thank you to
the vendors and Nationwide Exhibitors who
worked with me to put
a
professional trade show and for their financial
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P lanetarian welcomes submissions that would be of interest the planetarium _'V .. " .......... ""............ ,
given to articles that closely relate to the philosophy, management, t""' ..... In.n1l/~~
history of planetariums, and to ideas that can readily be incorporated

be

The P lanetarian is prepared on a Macintosh computer and laser printer.
computer-readable form and can be submitted in these ways (in order of nY'e:I....""'Y'·""""I""'"

1) mailed on 3~-inch disk as text file in Macintosh or IBM format. Please specify
sor used (do not use page layout software). 5~-inch disks not accepted. "'-'""I~§"'._",,,
be accompanied by a clean printed paper copy.
2) as electronic mail to "jmosley@ctp.org". Please also send a fax or
3) mailed as clean typed or printed copy on paper, suitable for scanning
recognition; if dot matrix, please use highest-quality print mode.
Articles that are sent on disk or as email shouldbeaccompaniedbyonecleanlV......
italics, boldface, Greek letters, accent marks, and other formatting instructions
are lost when transmitting unformatted text. Handwritten and faxed
are not ". . .
(please use fax for inquiries and proofing only, or to accompany email).
inquire
when submitting text and illustrations on disk to insure that I have compatible software .
lI.Jl ........_

"".Q11"\:t-Or!!

.................... "'.......... "" . . .., . . . . ,..... All illustrations must be camera-ready and publication-quality. Photographs "' ..
full
b/w prints, and I will reduce them to fit. All illustrations should be accompanied
(and credits where appropriate). Please allow 2 cm (3/4-inch) margins on full-page illustrations. It
responsibility of the author to obtain copyright clearance; by submitting an illustration the
certifies that necessary permission has been obtained. Illustrations prepared
submitted on disk (along with a camera-ready paper copy) allow the greatest ......""',"". . u'.......... "
them properly; inquire in advance about software compatibility and ............,...,I/J"'''''.....
good
is encouraged.

.Il ....I ..... .Il'UL

u,1!.U.. .I..I.VlI.

refer to recent issues The Planetarian
Double check
spelling proper nouns, and include accent . . . . . . . .
tence) biography.

un.u ............................ ...,

The P lanetarian is published quarterly with cover dates
December (the equinoxes and solstices). Final deadlines for
July 21, and October
advertisements, are January 21, April
early and placement is not assured until confmned. Authors
least ten days prior to the deadline.
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I share an office with Mrs. Jonms1on, the
chairman of the Science Department at our
high school. When I arrived this m()rDlinlQ;,
she was in conference with a young man I
had never seen before. He, it turns out, is a
student teacher who will be
under
her direction. He was explaining animatedly
the variety of objectives he
to
accomplish with the classi she was listening
intently, trying not to crush his enthusiastic
presentation with the harsh reality
day classroom management.
It's a lot of trouble, but a teacher at my
school who sponsors a student teacher gets
IIpoints", good toward
renewal
reqUirements for the teaching certificate.
Everybody in the Science Department has an
opportunity, from time to time, to have a
student teacher. Everybody, that is, except
me!
Why is it that I don't get to have a student
teacher? I really don't think there's much
difference between
and classroom presentations except for one
IT
GETS DARK! AU a student teacher would
have to do is: 1) know a lot about space and
astronomy and earth science, and be able to
present information at appropriate levels for
kindergarten kids through adult; 2) know a
lot about a lot of different kinds of audiovisual equipment, some of it very peculiar
and esoteric. He should also know how to fix
this equipment before, during and after a
presentation, in an extremely short period of
time.
Anyway, for whatever reason, I don't have
a student teacher. And it's too bad, because I
am
with a list of helpful hints to
him get through a day in the Ufe of a
tarian. Since I'm not going to get a student
teacher, perhaps you could pass these hints
along, if you get one. I would appreciate it.
Helpful hint #1: When a class comes into
the planetarium, stay near the entrance and
look at each student in the eye and say hello.
If
are
name tags, welcome
some of them by name.
Rationale for helpful hint #1: A planetarian (or I for that matter, any "guest lecturer'')
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has a distinct
with a class. You
don't know the kids.
come into the
plametariurn, are
to your
and
then go away.
feel anonymous; you
don't know them. This
trouble. And
this
is your worst enemy in the
darkened chamber. I don't know why this
works: looking at them as
enter and
making eye contact doesn't seem like much.
But it does. Somehow, because you looked at
you know them.
are no longer
anonymous. So, get away from the console
while they enter and become a real person to
them: someone who "knows" them.
hint #2: If someone walks in with
a straw from lunch hanging out of his
mouth, ask him to discard it.
Rationale for helpful hint #2: Straws become missile launchers in the dark.
hint #3: When directing folks to
their seats, try to separate adolescent
and girls, if possible.
Rationale for helpful hint #3: The action
of hormones seems to be enhanced in the
dark.
hint #4: If an unruly or troublesome student falls
in your presentation, don't insist that he stay awake.
Rationale for helpful hint #4: You should
be so lucky!
hint #5: The most important technical skill you should
is how to
manipulate light levels in the planetarium.
Rationale for helpful hint #5: See rationale
for #3. Don't worry if the light level becomes
so high that you cannot see many stars.
These kids live in the
and don't see
many stars anyway!

and even more ex~:er)ti(maUV"'Vln.:>1rI~i'trp

bathroomsf'
- A new,
decided to try the participatory show orj"girlallly
nl!llT'u>1"~rl~n Alan t'Hlemnaln,
of the New York (City) Han of
Science. In the show you have to
two
red objects in the
one
which moves when annual motion is on,
and one which does not move. Both
must be indistinguishable from stars, except
look reddish. The novice had the movobject (Mars) figured out, but called a seasoned planetarian to ask how to make a star
look red "Easy", said the eX]peliel1C(;~d
tarian, "just put a red gel ( a tiny piece) over a
bright star on the star ball." "Oh", said the
new planetarian. He shook his head. The
only red gel he knew about was red toothpaste "gel"!
Villard, of the Space
Institute, commenting on Hubble Space Telescope: [When Hubble's troubles were discovered, I really worried that] "a new word
might appear in the dictionary: 'hubble: to
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Information Officer for the
discuss rr."'~t·in,.,.
Hubble
ly released to IPS for distribution
dUlplic:atiing costs to interested m€:~mlbel'S.

and Informal Science Education Comrnunities which I mentioned in my
Me:ssa~~e are available from Alan .ftl€X1IIlan
the New York Han of Science,
Meadows,
Street,
York 11368, USA.
IPS'94!
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Our POLYCHROMATIC ACOUSTO OPTIC MODUlATOR
• Modulates up to 8
wavelengths simultaneously
for Ar+!Krf" lasen
lIP
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Are your 3
modulators
JeUingyou
down? ...

Our new

POLYCHROMATIC
ACOUSTO OPI1C
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your needs.
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Phone: (407) 676-9020
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ince 1983, the power of
DIGISTAR has thrilled
audiences in more than
two dozen locations around the
world. NOW, DIGISTAR II takes all
the capabilities of the original
DIGISTAR and propels it into
the future.
we've added new features
from sharper images. and faster
processing, to an easy-to-use
graphical Interface system. And
since
DIGtSTAR It
specIal effects
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